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Georgia I. Douglass
’70, M.A. ’94, Editor

ear Colleague of 2060,

What a delight it is to write you, to think that you are there, reading this

letter. Presuming this is so, I am pleased this magazine still exists, 

with you as the editor. I must confess, however, that it is also awkward,

and even discomfiting, to write to someone I shall never know, indeed

someone who is likely not yet born. You are experiencing what is, for me,

the future, and I am so curious about your life. I have many questions to

ask you, even though I shall never hear your answers. 

Do you wonder about me, as I do you? My love for Wheaton 

College began the first day I arrived on this campus as a student in 

1965. For more than 44 years I have lived in the Wheaton area, 

returning to campus as an employee 26 years ago. Now the director 

of marketing communications, I sometimes think of the magazine 

as my “night job” because, as you doubtlessly know, we editors often 

lie awake at night creating story ideas, writing headlines and captions,

and designing layouts. 

What is the format of your publication? It may well be a digital

platform or some newfangled gadget far beyond my imagining. We 

print journalists in my day are in a conundrum. Within just the last

decade, the Internet and e-readers, mobile phones and social media,

environmental concerns and postal costs, and other factors are 

pushing publications from the printed page to the electronic. New, and

newer, technology is emerging everyday, and it is difficult to determine

what is a fad or the future. But you know, don’t you? 

Are we bequeathing information that is useful and accessible?

As we have put together this Sesquicentennial issue of the magazine, the

College Archives and Special Collections has been a treasure trove of

books and memorabilia, handwritten journals and documents,

scrapbooks and photographs. It is history we can touch, hear, see, and,

yes, even smell—and it is usable. In our work we already are finding

electronic files of recent years not only inaccessible but also

overwhelming in volume. I hope you have the wherewithal to tell your

readers the stories of my today. 

What do you like most about your job? Ours is an amazing work—

this making nothing into something—all with the plan of giving voice 

to Wheaton College. It is a bit daunting but enormously gratifying, isn’t it?  

My friend, think of me as you walk under the towering trees on front

campus, the mere saplings that I walk past today. Remember and 

rejoice in the heritage that is yours and mine, as one generation after

another tells of His mighty work in and through Wheaton College.

And when you write the editor of Wheaton’s 250th anniversary

magazine, give my regards. A
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letter 
from
the
editor
An Open Letter 

from the Editor of the

150th Anniversary 

Issue to the Editor of 

the 200th Anniversary

Issue



Letters to the Editors
Ever since the first alumni periodical was

published in January 1929, generations of

Wheaton alumni have unwittingly left us an

archival treasure. Their letters to the editor

and submissions to class news record the

history of the College, the culture, the

church, and their lives. 

Dear Editor, I hope you do not 

take anything that I say in any way as

being impertinent, merely asking for

information, though the hint perhaps of

some constructive criticism, will be evident.

I have frequently read the News and have

most of the time enjoyed it except that it is

so rarely composed of any news of graduates

from before the early ’20s. I have often

wondered why that is. Your Alumni News is

of very little interest to those of us who 

were there before the ’20s, so why should

we even try to support it? It has seemed to

quite a number of us who graduated back

there in the “teen-age” that the present day

college is not much interested in us, so 

you can readily see our reaction.

I presume that you have your problems

there just as we did when we were there

and I also know that as the college grows it

will be even harder to satisfy all of the

various alumni. I am enclosing a dollar bill

for the News, and a poem I wrote some

time ago. You may do with any and all of

them as you see is wisest.

Robt. J. Black ’15

Dear Editor, Thank you for the

News! It reminds me of the Korean

“pochagii”—Japanese “furoshki”—a square

piece of cloth of various materials and sizes

which is used to bind up everything from a

tiny hymnbook and Bible to carry to church,

to all of one’s household bedding, clothing,

and whatnot to carry things safely to

Manchuria. If the pochagii is made large

enough and strong enough there is no danger

The memorial service was held at the spot

where Jim was hit. The message of John 14 is

true here, as it is everywhere. God has a cure

for troubled hearts: A personal faith, a positive

hope, a perfect love, which shows itself in

productive works, with permanent peace.

Jim gave evidence of his faith and love for

our wonderful Lord Jesus in his life, and in his

death! He was held in the highest esteem by

the officers and the men of the United States

Marine Corps.

I have been with the 1st Marine Aircraft

Wing since March, 1965; permanently

stationed in Viet Nam since June. Continue to

pray for the witness of the gospel in the

armed forces.

Peter J. Bakker ’43

South Viet Nam

[Note:  Wheaton students of 2010 know of

James E. Parmelee. A student seminar room

in the Todd M. Beamer Center has been

named in his memory.]

Dear Editor, It was so heartwarming

to read in the February issue about the

women professors of the past, who meant

such a great deal to us. I was disappointed

that you had not secured a later photo of 

of losing anything. The Alumni News is large

enough to bind the world into one bundle,

and to keep any of us from getting lost. 

Daisy Hendrix ’30

Japan

Dear Editor, I spent three months

this summer hitchhiking around the

Territory of Alaska, tromboning, preaching,

and writing articles. By God’s grace, I was

able to write enough one-cent-per-word

articles about dog sledders, pilots, and other

Christians doing unique work, to fly myself

back to Chicago in time to step into my

second year at Grace Seminary, Winona Lake.

All along the way I met Wheatonites! In

Kodiak I met Pete Deyneka, Jr. ’53 on a

year’s leave from Northern Baptist Seminary,

for a missionary tour of the “Land of the

Midnight Sun.” Plus giving us superb

education, our school has clothed us alumni

with its reputation which opens all kinds of

doors of opportunity in the name of Christ. 

Norman B. Rohrer ’53

Winona Lake, Indiana

Dear Editor, I just read September’s

Alumni, and I realized that the memorial

service I conducted on Thursday 15 July for

an outstanding Christian Marine officer, and

brother in Christ, was a fellow Wheatonite:

James E. Parmelee ’64.

As soon as I heard that Jim was hit, I went

to the hospital where he had been lifted by

helicopter, and had prayer for him, and the

others that were wounded. I found out in the

morning that Jim was already with his Lord.

dearWHEATON
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Dear Editor, Possibly my only

claim to fame will be that I shared a

bed with the second president of Wheaton

College, the great and godly Charles A.

Blanchard. My father was chairman of 

The Interdenominational Bible Conference

of the Oranges, New Jersey, and 

almost every year Dr. Blanchard was a

speaker at the monthly conference. 

With this he was always a most welcome

and ever-gracious guest in our home.

About 1921, when I was 11, the house

was crowded with Wheaton students 

and graduates, and Dr. Blanchard could

see that bed space was becoming a real

problem. He was assigned a double 

bed and volunteered, “Let the young lad

sleep with me.” Whether he kicked or

snored, I do not recall, but the distinction

remains.

Dr. Blanchard was the kindest and most

gentle of houseguests. One morning this

great man of God who bore the heavy load

of a struggling college made an indelible

impression on my young mind as I heard

him descending the stairway for breakfast,

and academics. However, all three of them 

stand out primarily because of the impact

they had on the lives of others. I have

known all three for over 40 years and have

watched them influence others with their

friendship and understanding. I could write

pages on this point. But suffice it to say 

that they deserve every ounce of the honors

and recognition which have been accorded

to them at this time. I am proud to have

known them and to count them still as

among my good friends.

David M. Howard ’49

Singapore

Dear Editor, Just read the article

about Kodon. One additional name

should be included in the account, the

name of the one who had a vision and

developed it.

Recognition should be given to William C.

Standridge ’47 as the individual who

conceived and developed the concept of a

literary journal for the college. As editor of

the Record he provided the impetus for its

birth. Issues of the Record for April 1946

reveal the news surrounding the announce-

ment of an initial issue planned for May

1946 with William C. Standridge as editor

and the Record as the sponsor. Bill had

presented the concept to the publication

board and they had approved it. The paper

even announced an airplane ride over 

the campus for the person submitting the

winning name. 

The last I knew, Bill was still serving 

as a missionary in Italy.

Homer G. Benton ’47

Garden Grove, CA

Dr. Elsie Storrs Dow.

She was the professor

of my major, and I sat

in awe under her for four

years. When she made

a literary point she sniffed 

(or drew her breath). She read so wonderfully

well, we sat in ecstasy under her voice!

We were told that the first student entering

her room in the new year would be kissed.

Once that was my heady privilege, and I’ll

always remember it.

Please do find a photo of her with the flat

knot on top of her head, and the net collar with

stays held up under her chin (to hide

wrinkles?).

Also please do an article on the men profs

of those days, including Prof. Smith and 

Dr. Darien Straw, two specials.

Martha I. Johnson Buss ’27

Corona, California

Dear Editor, I was able to go to

Wheaton only in 1934-35 because of

the Depression. Later on, I finished at the

University of Minnesota in the school of

secondary education, with a major in social

studies. I have always treasured the year I

was able to be at Wheaton. It meant much to

me spiritually and in friendships with some

wonderful people.

Jason “Jay” Cedarholm ’38

Valley Forge, PA

Dear Editor, What a delight to see

two of my classmates and a former

teammate honored in a special way in

Wheaton Alumni December/January issue! 

I refer to Lee Pfund, Mel Lorentzen (both

Class of ’49) and Pete Willson ’50, wrestling

coach. Each of these men typifies the very

best in what Wheaton College stands for.

Lee and Pete made their major

contributions in the area of athletics, while

Mel made his primary impact in the arts 

’88

’88

’89

Lee Pfund, ’49 Mel Lorentzen, ’49 Pete Willson, ’50

Charles A. Blanchard
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softly singing to himself, for none to hear

but the God he loved so dearly, “Oh happy

day that fixed my choice on Thee my

Saviour and my God. . . . Happy day!

Happy Day! When Jesus washed my sins

away.” This was the true Charles

Blanchard: joy, peace, praise, sweetest

trust in his Lord.

I am a retired minister of The

Presbyterian Church in America, living at

Chester, VA, quite blessedly with many

supply ministry opportunities. Old-timers

will remember my brothers, Wallace ’22

and Robert ’28. My wife is Peggie 

Folkes ’34.

Donald Graham ’33

Chester, Virginia

Dear Editor, Thank you so much

for the article with its emphasis on

spiritual awakening.

I think one of the lost elements in all of

the “integration” discussions that have

been going on over the decades is the

failure to understand that the Holy Spirit is

the Spirit of Truth. In our college and

university studies, we are pursuing truth.

When the Spirit of Truth comes on 

such as He has on numerous occasions

here at Wheaton College, we have

neglected to understand the integrated

strength that this has brought to 

the total academic program here at 

Wheaton.

If I might suggest an omission that

occurred in the report of the 1936 

revival—the great part that this particular

visitation by the Spirit of Truth has had 

on the development of the Student Foreign

Missions Fellowship, its later merger 

with InterVarsity, and the impact all of this

has had on the development of the 

great Urbana Missionary Conventions. 

H. Wilbert Norton ’36

Wheaton, Illinois

1935 with reduced charges for meals. 

I never ate in it, but my sister did. The cost

then was $90.00 per semester for the “elite”

dining room, and $75.00 for the basement

meals! I worked in the library, so my parents

felt they could give me $90.00 for my meals.

My sister did not work during the school

year, so she saved a little by eating the

$75.00 per semester meals.

I think the first floor dining room was

expanded to create the “new dining room” 

a few years after I graduated in 1936. I don’t

remember what that basement dining hall

became.

Louise Crawford ’36

Pleasant Hill, Tennessee

Write Us
We want to hear from you. Send us your

letters and emails as they relate to material

published in the magazine.

Correspondence must include your

name, address, and phone number. The

editor reserves the right to determine the

suitability of letters for publication and to

edit them for accuracy and length.

Unfortunately, not all letters can be

published nor can they be returned. 

Editor, Wheaton

Wheaton College / Wheaton, IL 60187

editor@wheaton.edu

Dear Editor, Williston Hall also has

its male fans. Here’s a check toward

renovation equal to my entire 1950-51

wages washing pots and pans alongside

Joe Cosgrove in Williston’s basement dining

hall. I’m sorry it’s not more, but the only

employer who paid students less than Jim

(Mr. Mac) McDellin was Harv Chrouser. 

I ought to know—I worked for Coach too!

Ray (Scribe) Smith ’54

Wheaton, Illinois

Dear Editor, I read the article

about Williston Hall with interest. I lived

there my junior year at Wheaton when my

sister was a freshman. We were on the

second floor in the “tower room” on the right

as you stand outside facing the dorm. We

had good times in spite of some of its

problems then (1934-35)!

There is a correction I’d like to call to your

attention. At that time there was a dining hall

in the basement, but it was not the main

dining hall. The main dining hall was on the

first floor, entered through doors at the rear

of the lobby. I ate in that dining hall for three

years, as well as for some six weeks during

the bank moratorium in the spring of 1933,

when I got my pay for my library work in a

meal ticket for the dining room.

The basement dining room was set up in

’89

’92

’93
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Climb Blanchard’s historic stairs. Wander along
Chase Commons’ cobblestone path. Cheer on the
Thunder. Eat at the Stupe. Touch C. S. Lewis’
wardrobe. Hear Edman’s chimes and find a chapel
seat. Attend a class. Explore the Graham Center
Museum. Picnic on the front lawn. Enjoy a
Conservatory performance.

Watch, hear, read, and interact with Wheaton and its history at the Sesquicentennial website: 

est. 1860
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Experience
Wheaton.  
Online.

Find hundreds of photographs, anecdotes, memorable
quotes, and interesting facts

Watch video excerpts from Homecoming 1946, Wheaton
documentaries, presidential inaugurations,
professors teaching, a 1970 geology field trip, and more

Listen to audio files, including Chancellor V. Raymond
Edman’s last words before his death as he spoke in the
chapel named in his honor

Download images and music—and even coloring 
book pages for kids

Send in your memories of when you were a Wheaton student

Explore the globe with hundreds of Wheaton alumni 
and send in your own story! 

Come, be with us. On campus or off.

Learn more about Wheaton’s 150 years. Visit
www.wheaton.edu/wetn. Click on Wheaton’s
Chapel archives and President Duane Litfin’s 
monthly chapel addresses for 2009 and 2010.
Hear about Wheaton’s history as Dr. Litfin 
recounts the lives of its presidents, tells stories of 
its past, and expresses his hopes for its future.
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Our Mission Endures

Let’s say that you are a member of Wheaton’s class of 1968.Take down
from the shelves your senior yearbook—brilliantly edited by Mark
Olson ’68—and open it to page 230, where the photo section for your
class begins.Then, as you scan the pictures of your classmates, compare
those faces with the ones you find in the group photo taken at your
40th reunion in May 2008.

Whether the contrasts you see between the then of 1968 and the
now of 2008 encourage you or dishearten you, one thing they will
undoubtedly do is make you sense the power and pull of change.They
may also cause you to pause and ponder the question of your own
identity.When we look at such photos, don’t we often ask,“How is it
that at the age of 30 or 50, 60 or 80, I am the same person as that
bright 21-year-old who beamed at the camera so many years ago?”

If this is true of our lives as individuals, so is it also the case with our
families, our cities and towns, our churches, and our schools. For
instance, here is Wheaton College, in its 150th year, still striving,
thriving, and laboring For Christ and His Kingdom. Even in the midst
of a recession,Wheaton flourishes in countless ways, with ambitious
academic programs and building projects underway on campus and A
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by Dr. Roger Lundin ’71, Blanchard Professor of English

what exactly is a sesquicentennial? And why does it matter?
The first question has an easy answer. It is the 150th

anniversary of a significant event—in this case,the founding of
Wheaton College.

The second question is tougher, and to get at the importance
of this milestone in the life of the College,I’d like to suggest a 
simple visual and mental exercise.It involves your college yearbook
and a past issue of Wheaton magazine.

 



the landscape from atop the hill. But where this landmark was once the
geographical center of campus life, it now feels more like a western
outpost, as recent growth has pushed Wheaton’s new buildings, and the
people who fill them, to the east.

In many respects, the center of campus now lies between Chase
Street and Howard Street, where Anderson Commons (1988), the
Beamer Student Center (2004), and the Sports and Recreation Center
(2000) hum from early in the morning to late at night with the pulse
of campus life.And just east of Anderson Commons, one of the largest
construction projects in Wheaton’s history is well on its way to
completion, as the new science building receives its finishing touches,
before the exhibits, the equipment, and the people move in.

But what about the changes that run deep beneath the surface and
cannot be caught by a photo from a camera or snared in a quick
panorama of a map? When Jonathan Blanchard assumed the presidency
of the Illinois Institute in 1860 and renamed it Wheaton College,
what was the institution like? And in what significant ways did it differ
from the school Duane Litfin’s successor will come to lead in a 
year or so? 

with a growing array of international initiatives involving students,
faculty, and alumni.Yet how does the Wheaton of 2010—in the era of
Facebook, space travel, and the nation’s first African American
president—compare with the school of 1860—when letters ruled the
day, trains spanned the plains, and slavery blighted the land?

A snapshot taken of Wheaton College 150 years ago would show a
stark and humbling scene. In the words of biographer and Wheaton
Professor Clyde Kilby, when Jonathan Blanchard, the College’s first
president, got off the train in Wheaton in January 1860, he was greeted
by “a single stone building . . . standing on a small rise about a quarter
mile from the depot.”This unimposing two-story structure was the
home of the Illinois Institute, which was about to become Wheaton
College, and in the words of Blanchard’s son, it was “small, in ill repair,
and in every way forbidding.”

As we turn our gaze from that solitary image of the College’s
beginning to the panoramic view that shows Wheaton in 2010, we find
a scene where everything has expanded and the campus has been
transformed beyond recognition.That original “small” and “forbidding”
building has become four-story Blanchard Hall, which still dominates

W H E A T O N 91 5 0 . W H E A T O N . E D U
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The Wheaton of 2010 differs greatly from that of 1860.
Yet the commitment to its founding purpose remains.



from Sabbath-breaking and billiard playing to “throwing water, dirt,
or other offensive things from the windows.” However curious or harsh
such stringencies may sound to our twenty-first-century ears,
they did little to dampen the enthusiasm of the students of that day.
Enrollment doubled in the first year of Blanchard’s presidency,
outstanding debts were paid off, and young women and men streamed
to this college, which declared its “great object” to be the
“improvement of mind, morals, and heart.”

With slavery abolished and the Union secured, Blanchard turned his
attention from abolitionism to other reform causes, particularly the battle
against Freemasonry and secret societies. By the time he retired in 1882,
major changes were underway at Wheaton and in the larger evangelical
movement, and the pace of those changes quickened during the four-
decade presidency of Jonathan and Mary’s son, Charles Albert Blanchard.

It was Charles Blanchard who cemented the alliance of Wheaton
College with the emerging fundamentalist movement in the late
nineteenth century. Several key theological changes marked the shift
from mid-century evangelicalism to post-Civil War fundamentalism,
and the most important one centered on the question of the return of
Jesus Christ and His thousand-year reign prophesied in the Book of
Revelation.

To begin, along with many other liberal arts colleges that sprang up
across the Midwest in the mid-nineteenth century,Wheaton shared 
a broadly Christian heritage and a specifically Christian mission.
For several decades leading up to the Civil War, evangelical Protestant
religion played a dominant role in American public life, and evangelical
colleges and churches were at the center of national culture rather 
than on its fringes.

Still, for some evangelical Christians in the antebellum era, there
were dramatic points of tension with the larger culture, and in Jonathan
Blanchard’s case they centered upon the practice of slavery. During 
his time as a student at Andover Seminary in the 1830s, Blanchard
dedicated himself to the abolitionist cause, and for more than 
two decades he pressed the case against slavery from the pulpit, at the
lectern, and in the classroom.The Civil War began a year after he
assumed the Wheaton presidency, and with the triumph of the Union
cause, slavery came to an end.

Even as war raged across the land during Wheaton’s first years, daily
life went on as usual at the fledgling college.A small faculty governed
most aspects of the campus experience, including the behavior of 
the students. Each professor had the authority to suspend any unruly
student, and the list of potential offenses was long, running the gamut
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Jonathan Blanchard, 1860-1882

Charles and Mary Blanchard, 1882-1925
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years, the retreat from a vigorous engagement in public life, which
began at Wheaton in the late nineteenth century and continued into
the twentieth, came to an end.At the same time, central elements of
the fundamentalist heritage—the ban against movies, the premillennial
clause in the College’s statement of faith, and the prohibition of
alcohol—were removed or modified over the years.

While many in the Wheaton community have welcomed such
developments, others have seen them as troubling signs of a loss of the
College’s identity or as a compromise of its commitments.This brings
us back to the question that framed our opening image of the
snapshots. How does a burgeoning college at the age of 150 relate to
the infant institution that once sat upon a hill in the midst of the
prairies? How is it that this place—this educational institution and this
state of heart and mind known as Wheaton College—can possess a
unified identity and not just be a collection of scattered impressions,
each frozen at a different point in time? 

In this sesquicentennial year, questions such as these challenge us to
take stock of Wheaton’s history and to consider what we are to make
of its complex heritage. One way to do this would be to ignore the
considerable changes that have marked Wheaton’s history and to argue
instead that every jot or tittle of its Christian self-understanding has

W H E A T O N 1 1

Dr.V. Raymond Edman 1940-1965

jonathan Blanchard had long been a postmillennialist who believed
Christ would return after a thousand-year period marked by the purity
and peace that evangelical reforms had ushered in. Charles, on the
other hand, embraced the system of dispensational premillennialism,
which was rapidly gaining popularity in the post-Civil War era.
This view held that Christ would return before the advent of the
millennium, and in the words of historian George Marsden,“no longer
was the goal to build a ‘perfect society’; at best it was to restrain evil
until the Lord returned.”

Charles Blanchard died in 1925, and each of the next five Wheaton
College presidencies would be marked by efforts to re-envision the
meaning of serving For Christ and His Kingdom in the modern world.
During the tenures of Dr. James Oliver Buswell (1926-40) and Dr.V.
Raymond Edman (1940-65),Wheaton gained national prominence, as it
grew dramatically, drew an increasingly talented body of students, and
sent out from its campus several generations of accomplished
missionaries, teachers, professionals, artists, and political leaders.

The past half-century and its presidencies—those of Dr. Hudson T.
Armerding (1965-82), Dr. J. Richard Chase (1982-93), and Dr. Duane
Litfin (1993-2010)—have witnessed a marked growth in the College’s
engagement with a vast and diverse international world. Over these
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Dr.James Oliver and Helen Buswell, 1926-1940



b As a case in point, in 1 Corinthians 13, the Apostle Paul writes,
“Love never ends.” Prophecies and knowledge will pass away, and
tongues will cease, but the love of God will never die. Like Jonathan
Blanchard and Hudson Armerding, like Elsie Storrs Dow and Harvey
Chrouser, like Arthur Holmes and E. Beatrice Batson, we too “know in
part. . . . For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now
I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully
known” (1 Cor. 13:8-9, 12-13; ESV).

Shortly after the end of the Second World War, the theologian Karl
Barth delivered a series of lectures on the Apostles’ Creed in the ruins
of Bonn, Germany.When he came to the phrase concerning Jesus
Christ—that He “suffered under Pontius Pilate”—Barth said it is

remained unwaveringly the same over the years.Yet as even a brief look
at the history of Wheaton shows, it would be impossible to sustain such
a claim.

Or one could try to take a triumphal view of Wheaton College’s
history and look at the present era as proof of enlightened progress.Yet
to make this case would be to dismiss the Blanchards, Buswells, and
others as benighted souls whose narrow visions have given way at last
to our broader, open-minded perspectives. Such a condescending view
of Wheaton’s history is not one that many who honor the College are
likely to embrace.

oth the Scriptures and the Christian creeds give us a different
way of thinking of our identity in Christ, and the vision they offer
provides us with a helpful means of considering what it is that endures
in the legacy of Wheaton College.According to the Apostle Paul and
the Apostles’ Creed, for example, when it comes to the matter of
Christian identity, God’s faithfulness is more important than our
constancy, His mercy more crucial than our certainty. More than
anything else, the promises of God and the character of God secure the
identities of all who live in Christ and serve God’s kingdom.
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Dr. Hudson T.Armerding, 1965-1982

Dr. J. Richard Chase, 1982-1993



our identities, separately and together, is an assurance powerfully
expressed in the Heidelberg Catechism, written more than 400 years
ago.“What is your only comfort, in life and in death?” the first
question of the catechism asks.The answer: “That I belong—body and
soul, in life and in death—not to myself but to my faithful Savior, Jesus
Christ.”

For all who live and move and have their being in Christ, this is 
the secret of our identity, this the source of our trust in a love that will
never die.

Roger Lundin ’71 is the Blanchard Professor of English at Wheaton, where he
has taught for 30 years and has twice been named Teacher of the Year. He has
written and edited ten books, including Believing Again: Doubt and Faith 
in a Secular Age, Invisible Conversations: Religion in the Literature of
America, and Emily Dickinson and the Art of Belief. He has been a
visiting professor at Calvin College, Regent College, and the University of
Notre Dame and has received major research fellowships from the Erasmus
Institute, the Pew Charitable Trusts, and the Evangelical Scholarship Initiative.
Dr. Lundin has an M.A. in Theological Studies from Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary and earned his M.A. and Ph.D. in English at the
University of Connecticut.

remarkable that a “petty commandant” such as Pilate finds his place in
the creed alongside the Holy Ghost, the Virgin Mary, and the crucified
Christ.This fact should remind us, Barth says, that the drama of human
rebellion and divine grace “did not take place in heaven or in some
remote planet or even in some world of ideas; it took place in our
time, in the center of the world-history in which our human life is
played out.” Because Jesus Christ has come into our midst,“we are not
alone in this frightful world. Into this alien land God has come to us.”

Wheaton’s 150-year history offers many stirring examples of
faithfulness and sacrifice.We admire the prodigious energy and courage
of Jonathan Blanchard, who fought slavery and other evils in the name
of Christ; we celebrate the African American abolitionist James E. Burr,
who risked his life and suffered greatly in his work to free slaves from
their bondage; to this day, the College honors the martyred
missionaries Nate Saint ’50, Jim Elliot ’49, and Ed McCully ’49; and
the new student center commemorates the heroic efforts of Todd
Beamer ’91 on 9/11.

Still, the fact remains that above all else, one reality unites the
otherworldly sacrifices and the ordinary experiences, the legacies of the
dead and the lives of the living, the realities of the past and the changes
in the present that constitute the life of Wheaton College.What secures
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Here is Wheaton College, in its 150th year,
still striving, thriving, and laboring For Christ and 
His Kingdom.

Dr. Duane Litfin, 1993-2010



History is a story, a narrative 
of the lives, deeds, thoughts, and
relationships of human beings. To know
history is to share in the lives of others.
The history of an institution is the history
of the people who have participated in
that institution, and so it becomes a very
human and personal history.

“The ultimate purpose of an historical
inquiry is . . . the encounter with living
beings,” writes the historian Georges
Florovsky. History for the Christian is also
the story of God’s doings. “We have
heard with our ears, O God. Our parents 
have told us what deeds you did perform
in their days . . . ” (Ps. 44:1).

To review highlights of Wheaton’s
history is to know what God has done,
and to engender our thanksgiving 
and humility for the providence of the
Lord over many decades. Looking 
at history also causes us to seek 

His guidance and care for the future.
Although many of us become wrapped

in nostalgia as we reflect on the past, the
study and the preservation of the past in
any of its varied formats do not result in
mere vapid sentimentalism. Such activity
establishes a foundation, direction, and
focus for the future. As we read and
reread the history of Wheaton College,
may we be prepared to bring about that
growth and change which, being well
founded, will open new vistas for
ourselves and for Wheaton.

—Dr. Thomas O. Kay ’53, Associate Professor
of History Emeritus, from 1959-2004
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1860
Wheaton College
opens its doors with
Jonathan Blanchard
as president and
graduates its first
class of 4 pastors,
2 teachers, and 
1 lawyer.

1860 
George Crum creates first potato chips 

1861-1865 
American Civil War

1872
Just in time for Christmas tolling,
the bell is installed in the newly erected
Blanchard tower.

1882
Championing liberal arts
education and classical
studies, Charles Blanchard
succeeds his father as
president at only 33 years 
of age.

ã

ã

1871
The sky is ablaze with the glow from 
the Chicago Fire. Blanchard and students
drive wagons to the city to help,
beginning a lasting tradition of community
service at Wheaton.

1882 
John D. Rockefeller founds
Standard Oil 

1876 
Alexander Graham Bell invents the
telephone. Robert Koch proves existence
of germs, boosting field of microbiology;
later discovering bacterium for TB 
and cholera.

1885 
Karl Benz
develops first
internal
combustion
engine (250
RPM)

1874 
Barbed wire is invented by
former Wheaton resident,
John Gates, particularly for
use by cattle ranchers

Wheaton’s Unfolding History

1867 
Johann Strauss’ “Blue Danube Waltz”
premiers in Vienna. Alfred Nobel patents
dynamite.
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18
90

19
00

19
10

19
20

1929 
Alexander Fleming discovers
penicillin. First Academy
Awards.

1927 
First trans-Atlantic flight by Charles
Lindbergh. Al Capone controls gambling
and distillery industries in Chicago.

1914-18 
World War I

ã

ã

ã

ã

1895
Williston Hall is built largely due to the
financial contributions of J. P. Williston,
the inventor of indelible ink.

1899
Only seven years after the invention of
basketball, Wheaton’s gymnasium is built with
a square basketball floor, a basement 
bowling alley, locker rooms, and a second
floor running track—32 laps to the mile!

1922
Signing their names and snickering 
at photos, students receive the first Tower
yearbook, dedicated to President 
Charles Blanchard.

1928
Not knowing the world was on the 
brink of economic devastation, President
Buswell introduces the “Forward
Movement Drive” to secure $1 million
for the endowment. The goal is met two
months after the stock market collapses.

1926
A non-Blanchard at the helm of
Wheaton College? Dr. James Oliver
Buswell is inaugurated as the youngest
college president in the country (at 31).
Under his leadership, the small prairie
school bursts into the 20th century.

1925
Students have long
outgrown Fischer Chapel 
as a meeting place,
necessitating the building 
of Pierce Chapel in
cooperation with College
Church of Christ.

1918
A frenzy of knitting
khaki socks for
soldiers breaks out on
campus—92
Wheaton students are
in the U.S. military,
and 3 in the Canadian
military. Russell
Brooks and Willis
Cork are killed in
action.

1894 
First bottled Coca-Cola 

1896 
First Olympic games in Greece

1890

1900
Students take leadership of the school
newspaper, The Record, which has already
been in circulation as a school paper 
run by the faculty.

1909
Students celebrate Washington’s birthday
with the first “Washington Banquet” at
which a faculty couple traditionally dresses
in colonial attire like George and Martha.

1903 
First tour de France and the Wright
brothers’ first flight in Kitty Hawk, NC

1898 
Bubonic plague 
kills 3 million in India
and China 1905 

Albert Einstein (age 23) publishes “special
theory of relativity”

1912 
Titanic sinks
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19
30

19
40

19
50

19
60

 
1939-45 
World War II

1952 
Mau Mau uprising in Kenya.
First open-heart surgery performed
at University of Minnesota.

1956 
“In God We Trust”
becomes national motto

1957 
Soviets launch Sputnik 1
and Sputnik 2

1936
The Black Hills Science Station, 14 miles west of Rapid City,
South Dakota, becomes a satellite campus for botany 
and geology classes under the leadership of professors
John W. Leedy and L. Allen Higley.

1939 
Nylon stockings on the market

1938 
Genocide in Dersim—Turks attack Kurds

1936 
Jesse Owens wins 100-meter dash
at Berlin Olympics

1948 
World Health Organization
established

1950
First U.S. shopping mall opens
in Seattle (Northgate)

1950-53 
Korean War

1947 
Jackie Robinson begins playing
first base for Brooklyn Dodgers

1947-1991 
Cold War

1965-75 
Vietnam War

1963 
Martin Luther King Jr.
delivers “I Have a Dream.”
John F. Kennedy
assassination.

1961 
Peace Corp established.
Berlin Wall constructed.

1964 
Civil Rights Act

1957
Men’s basketball makes a 
slam-dunk, winning Wheaton’s first
NCAA College Division III championship.

1955 
Rosa Parks arrested for not giving
up her seat on a Montgomery bus

ã

ã
1955
Dr. Evan Welsh ’27, known for being
warmhearted, wise, and accessible,
becomes Wheaton’s first chaplain.
He and his wife Olena Mae ’41 host
Friday night open houses, welcoming
any students.

1965
Dr. Hudson T.
Armerding becomes
Wheaton’s fifth
president.

1951
Wheaton coach Harvey Chrouser ’34, along
with his wife Dorothy ’34, envisions and
oversees the founding of HoneyRock, which
now encompasses 800 acres, providing 
year-round opportunities for training 
and retreat in the north woods of Wisconsin.

1941
Dr. V. Raymond
Edman is
inaugurated as
Wheaton’s fourth
president.

1950
In Pierce Chapel, in a meeting of
prayer and confession lasting 
40 consecutive hours, revival comes
to the campus community.

1963
Friendly resident, Perry the Mastodon,
is uncovered on the Glen Ellyn 
property of U.S. Federal District Court
Judge Samuel Perry. All 115 pieces 
of his skeleton are donated to Wheaton
College, where he stands to greet 
visitors to the science building.

ã

ã

1930
1944
From the top of Blanchard Hall, the
College’s radio station WHON (later WETN)
broadcasts news, sports events, and music.

ã
1937
Wheaton College Graduate
School is established.

ã
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70

19
80

19
90

20
00

1987
The Gospel Choir joyfully
becomes an official
student organization.

2002
The Statement of Responsibilities 
is replaced by the Community Covenant,
expressing biblical convictions to which
the Wheaton community aspires.

2000
After more than a century of cheering for
the Wheaton Crusaders, the time has
come for a new mascot. The Wheaton
Thunder proudly take the field.

1972 
Watergate

1971 
Idi Amin takes power in Uganda

1976 
Steve Jobs and Steve Woznik form
Apple Computer Company 

ã

ã

1976
Distressed by reports of world famine,
professors Howard Claassen and 
Ben-Lan Wang organize the study/service
program Human Needs and Global
Resources (HNGR). Dr. Wayne Bragg ’53
serves as the first director. Since then,
hundreds of HNGR interns have served in
other cultures.

1993 
PLO leader Yasir Arafat and 
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
sign Declaration of Principles 
with President Clinton

1990 
Nelson Mandela released from prison

2003 
War against Iraq begins with American
air strikes. The Darfur Liberation 
Front attacks a sleeping garrison at 
Al-Fashir, Sudan.

2005 
Hurricane Katrina strikes
Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Alabama coasts

2009 
Due to engine failure, pilot “Sully”
Sullenberger lands his jetliner 
in the Hudson River—all 155 on
board were rescued.

1989 
Tiananmen Square massacre in
China and the fall of the Berlin Wall

1986 
Space Shuttle Challenger
explodes. Nuclear reactors leak
at plant in Chornobyl, Ukraine

1980 
Saddam Hussein launches invasion of Iran

2001 
Hijackers board commercial airlines and
crash planes into World Trade Centers,
Pentagon, and a field in Pennsylvania

1970

2010

1996 
Dolly the sheep
becomes first
mammal clone

1982
Dr. J. Richard Chase is
inaugurated as Wheaton’s sixth
president.

1998
Experiential learning proves to be
effective particularly through the
Wheaton in Chicago program,
allowing students to discuss urban
issues while interning at
organizations downtown.

2004
The Todd M. Beamer Center is dedicated
in the memory of Todd Beamer ’91, one
of the heroes of United Flight 93, who
died along with Jason Oswald ’95, and
Jeffrey Mladenik M.A ’95 in the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001.

2008
The J. Dennis Hastert Center for
Economics, Government, and Public Policy
is dedicated in the renovated Memorial
Student Center.

1984
“Olé— olé, olé, olé!” Men’s
soccer wins Wheaton’s first NCAA
Division III championship.

1993
Dr. Duane Litfin becomes
Wheaton’s seventh president.

1979
Wheaton College takes The Pledge:
the Board of Trustees approves the code of
conduct officially called the Statement of
Responsibilities of Membership in the
Academic Community of Wheaton College.

ã
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WHEATON Turning points15
0

People and events, customs and ceremonies,
ideas and ideals that shaped Wheaton’s past—
and continue to shape its future.

An
Underground
Railroad Stop,
a Preacher to
Billions,
and the Sixties
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Wheaton’s Day in Court
How did Wheaton arrive at the Community Covenant?

Absconding in the middle of the night to attend forbidden meetings, making furtive eye contact with other
students he had seen at the local Masonic lodge, E. Hartley Pratt became a student of concern to Wheaton’s

administration. He joined a secret society known as the Good Templars, in violation of the College’s
rules. Jonathan Blanchard believed that the scars created from secret societies such as this one ran
even deeper than slavery, perhaps even helping to advance and maintain it.

The faculty suspended Pratt from the College “until he should express a purpose to conform to its
rules.” Upon receiving this news, Pratt’s father petitioned the school administrators to reinstate him as a

student.When they refused, the Pratt family brought the issue before the Illinois Supreme Court.
The court found nothing unlawful about maintaining such rules to protect students from coercive or

harmful situations.The College was granted discretionary power, so long as the rules did not violate moral or
judicial law.The landmark case affirmed in loco parentis (in place of a parent), giving schools parental rights,
duties, and obligations.

Wheaton College’s decision to expect a code of conduct higher than simply what the law requires has carried
through the decades. In October 1979 the Board of Trustees introduced the Statement of Membership in the
Academic Community of Wheaton College (informally known as “The Pledge”). Students and faculty were
asked to sign their commitment to a standard of social and moral practices in light of biblical principles.While
many students balked, feeling their freedom of choice imposed upon,Wheaton maintained this distinctive
educational ideal. In 2003 the Statement of Responsibilities was replaced with the Community Covenant, which
states, in a less prescriptive way, that the College as a community commits to living biblically and with integrity.

Wheaton was the first college in
Illinois to graduate African American
students, and among the first to
graduate women—at the insistence

of founder President Jonathan Blanchard, who
lectured throughout his adult life on the dangers of
discrimination, the evils of slavery, intemperance, and
secret societies.Without his charismatic leadership,
Wheaton might not have lasted even through the
Civil War. His belief that the sexes should be
educated together meant that the College offered
ladies the same curriculum as the men. He also
urged intellectuals to exert their influence on
churches, societies, and institutions in order to
uphold civil rights.

Words alone were not enough for Blanchard. He
personally assisted escaped slaves in his own home,
and saw to it that men and women fleeing the
South through the Underground Railroad found a
safe stop within the halls of the College.

When the Civil War broke out in 1861, Ezra
Cook and his two sisters were students at Wheaton

Hiding in the Open
An egalitarian education from the start 

College. Ezra’s heart was in the battle against slavery
from the very beginning, so when he saw an ad for a
Christian company of soldiers, he enlisted in the
39th regiment, Company “G.” His loyalty to his men
and his integrity carried him through the war, even
though his staunch temperance principles meant that
healing from a bullet wound was longer and more
painful in the days when whisky was a common
painkiller.

Ezra gave a speech to the members of the 39th
regiment when they encamped in Wheaton years
later in 1889. He recounted Wheaton’s importance
as a stop on the Underground Railroad, saying that
the College “though on a beautiful hill instead of
underground, was the depot or passenger station [for
the Underground Railroad] and with amazement
and delight I saw that the conductors and officers of
the road did not, as was necessary elsewhere on this
line, attempt to conceal passengers.”

These early years ignited the desire within all
associated with the school to work to improve
society, even at personal cost.
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One Donor Saves the Day
Wheaton exists today thanks to the generosity 
of generations of donors; but without one timely gift, Wheaton
might have closed its doors.

Like his father before him, Charles Blanchard traveled the
country tirelessly raising funds and urging faithful stewardship
to support the work of Wheaton College. Persuasive and
eloquent, he spoke of gifts to the endowment as  “an

investment in young manhood and womanhood for all the future.”
Blanchard would carry a small, leather-bound book in his breast pocket
where he listed potential donors he planned to visit.Among these
names were tycoons like J. P. Morgan, George M. Pullman, and Philip S.
Armour.

In the early 1920s, however, the College found itself in fairly dire
financial straights. President Blanchard reluctantly offered to sell 
the College’s facilities over to anyone “willing to run it for the glory 
of God.”

Meanwhile, Dr. Lewis Sperry Chafer was seeking a location to
establish a seminary devoted to training pastors. Chafer arranged to meet
with Blanchard to discuss the possibility of the seminary replacing the
College; but on the very morning of the meeting, Blanchard received a
gift of $18,000, which enabled Wheaton College to continue.

In time, Chafer founded Dallas Theological Seminary.
Over the last 15 decades, the generosity of individuals, foundations,

and corporations has sustained Wheaton College to a magnitude 
that doubtlessly Charles Blanchard could not
have even envisioned.

He is no fool. . . .”
The martyrdom of five missionaries to Ecuador reaches 
a global audience.

January 8, 1956. News of the tragic deaths of Nate 
Saint ’50, Jim Elliot ’49, Roger Youderian, Ed 
McCully ’49, and Peter Fleming by Waodani tribes-
men in Ecuador made headlines in both the secular 
and Christian press.

A Life Magazine account of the missionaries’ eager quest to find the
tribe, their patience to make peaceful contact, the support of their wives
and children, and their nonviolent resistance to the attacks drew 
national attention to Wheaton’s campus and its evangelistic efforts.

The shockwave of the sudden death of men who many on campus
remembered well, reverberated through the Wheaton community,
spurring an electrifying boldness for missions.

In 2006 the story once again reached the national spotlight through
the movie The End of the Spear, thanks to the long journey of ministry
and reconciliation on the part of the wives and children of these men.
This feature film not only depicted the martyrs’ deaths, but also
highlighted the redeeming work of the gospel in the lives of Waodoni
tribe members.

Elisabeth Howard Elliot ’49, her daughter Valerie, and Nate Saint’s
sister Rachel Saint returned to the tribe less than two years after the
men’s violent deaths. More recently, Steve Saint ’73, son of Nate Saint,
not only lived with his family among the Waodani, but he also began an
organization that continues to help equip Waodani for ministry.

Over half a century later, the legacy of these men, their wives, and
children still has the power to stir the hearts of men and women
worldwide—a powerful illustration of the redemptive love of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
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Chapel messages are archived in video and
audio format through the WETN website:
http://www.wheaton.edu/wetn/chapel.htm

When the Sixties Came to Campus
Out of the explosive era of the 1960s and 1970s, a more culturally and globally engaged student body emerged.

Veterans’ Day, 1967: Protestors carrying signs with antiwar
sentiments gather in the courtyard in front of Edman Chapel.
As the time for Chapel draws closer, the atmosphere grows
tense, and other students try to obscure the silent student

protestors’ signs with umbrellas.Then from down the street comes the
beat of a drum.Wheaton’s ROTC Brigade marches to Chapel.
Students and faculty watch from the second story windows of Edman
as the cadets march through the group, careful not to notice the posters

and signs.As the
bells chime, the signs
are lowered, and
everyone enters the
building. Retired 
Lt. General William
Harrison speaks
about Vietnam.After
Chapel, the demon-
strators line up
again.
(Edited from the
1967 Tower.)

The tumult and upheaval of the nation at large during the 
1960s and 1970s did not bypass Wheaton’s campus.Visible signs of 
the counterculture surfaced in students’ appearances and attitudes.
Wheaton students staged their own protests and challenges to
authority, albeit smaller in scale and more peaceful than those taking
place on other college and university campuses.According to Wheaton
President Dr. Hudson Armerding, students “practiced confrontation 
as virtually a way of life.” Divisions even among faculty with regard to
theology and worship styles created uproar, but ultimately produced
healthy diversity.

At the same time, as “awareness” of the larger world expanded, new
cultural programs emerged, such as Dr. Ed Hollatz’s production of
Macbeth in 1966, the first “official” staging of a major play at Wheaton.
Two years later came Francis Schaeffer, whose campus lectures now
comprise his book, Death in the City.

During this era,Wheaton donned a new outlook on societal issues
and encouraged student debate about hot-button topics such as
evolution, racism, and the war.Through the pain of divisive times, a
new paradigm, still relevant today, emerged in which Wheaton 
students and faculty work together to form Christ-centered responses
to the troublesome issues and questions of the day.

Great Is Thy Faithfulness
Inspirational, encouraging, instructive, challenging—chapel services have been an integral part of Wheaton since 1860.

“When you have given your
whole effort for Christ’s sake in
this place, then dream a dream
for how to go with Jesus

outside the camp and through whatever
hardships God appoints. Make Him
known. Make your life salty. Make your
life bright. Be unusual,” encouraged Rev.
John Piper ’68, pastor for preaching and
vision at Bethlehem Baptist Church,
Minneapolis, in a series of chapel addresses
in September 2007.Among the most
popular of Wheaton’s chapel speakers, he
challenged students to treasure Christ
above health and reputation, even—and
especially—through suffering.

Mandatory chapel services and
worship gatherings have uniquely
unified Wheaton’s campus for 150 years.

Exercising the opportunity to consistently
come together in fellowship is a part 
of what sets Wheaton apart from many
other institutions.

Messages have always been a shared
duty among presidents, faculty, and
visiting speakers.Alumni might remember
visits from evangelists Billy Graham,
Leighton Ford, Bill Bright, and Luis
Palau; missionaries Elisabeth Elliot, Dick
Hillis, and Helen Roseveare; and
Christian leaders John Stott, Jill Briscoe,
Ajith Fernando, Chuck Swindoll,
Siang-Yang Tan, Dallas Willard, and Ravi
Zacharias.Whether aware of it at the 
time or not, students through the decades
have been exposed through chapel
services to the global Christian
community.
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From the Embers of War to the World
Wheaton students return from World War II, burdened to see the gospel spread to the nations.

2 2 W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

America’s Pastor
What influence did the Rev. Billy Graham ’43, Litt.D ’56 
have on Wheaton?

Rev. Billy Graham ’43 came to Wheaton upon the
recommendation of relatives of President V. Raymond
Edman who were impressed with his preaching.Today, the
anthropology major is Wheaton’s best-known graduate,

having preached in 185 countries and territories to more than two
billion people through crusades and broadcasts, and with an
influence spanning more than six decades.

Before he became “America’s pastor,” and a counselor to U.S.
Presidents, Billy met his future wife Ruth Bell Graham ’43 while a
student at Wheaton. She would become his most trusted adviser. He
also made an impression on his college friends, including Dr. Samuel
Faircloth ’43.This alumnus says he vividly remembers one Friday
night prayer meeting when Billy stretched out on the floor saying,
“Lord, all I want to do is win souls.” Sam adds,“Little did we know
how God would answer that prayer.”

Billy Graham’s most tangible legacy at Wheaton came about
when the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) donated
funds to establish the Billy Graham Center, which opened its doors
in 1980. Conceived as a resource to “accelerate global evangelism,”
the Center also houses a museum that draws around 35,000 visitors
per year, classrooms, and archives and special collections pertaining
to world evangelism from North America. Institutes for the study of
evangelism, prison ministries, China and Muslim studies, and more
have also since developed to train leaders to spread the gospel, while
the Center also gave Wheaton’s Graduate School room to grow.

Dedicating this incredible resource “to the glory of God and the
advancement of the kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ,” Billy once
again called into focus the heart of Christian life.
To visit the online exhibit commemorating 60 years since the Los Angeles
campaign, listen to sermons, and experience the crusades through photographs
and posters, visit the BGC archives website at:
http://www.wheaton.edu/bgc/archives/archhp1.html 

“From far-flung battlefield or battleship, superfortress
or submarine, they will soon be coming to Wheaton,”
Dr.V. Raymond Edman wrote to the College
community in 1945.

As Blanchard’s tower bell clanged declaring Japan’s surrender
and the end of the war, the College prepared to receive an influx
of students returning from the armed forces.

Over the next several years, returning veterans flooded the
Wheaton campus, thanks to the G.I. Bill of Rights. Having
traveled the world and witnessed the perils of battle, these
servicemen and women brought maturity from their experiences,
setting an example of dedication and activism that enriched the
Wheaton community.

David Howard ’49 was a young student at the time. He
remembers,“The quiet steadiness of these men, their serious
outlook on life, their concern for the world, their vision to reach
the world for Christ, their desire to help us younger students
understand something of the new world order that was now
being ushered in—all these qualities were deep and lasting.” Dave
went on to become a missionary with his wife Phyllis Gibson
Howard ’48.Together, they spent 15 years in Costa Rica and
Columbia, before returning to the U.S. to direct Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship and lead committees for world evangelism.

Chuck Holsinger ’49,All-Conference football lineman for the
Crusaders, fought for the Allies in Japan. He left the
battlefield decorated for his valor, but
also with a desire to
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gospel spread to the nations.

Armed for the Future
Why does Wheaton College remain committed to the liberal arts?

Charles Blanchard once asked,
“Why should we ask for the old
paths?” His answer reveals his
loyalty to the liberal arts vision

of education:“Because the old are the
best.The sun is old, the sea is old, the
truth is old.… New circumstances will
require change in form and mode of
approach, but the great questions are
reiterated in solemn tones throughout the
centuries and again and yet again will
demand answers from men.”

According to Dr. Jeffry Davis ’83,
English professor and director of
interdisciplinary studies,“At Wheaton,
students address the big questions of life,

especially ‘What does it mean to be
human?’‘Why are freedom and
responsibility vital?’ and ‘How can we
pursue the good life?’” Of the 4,000
institutions of higher learning in the
nation today, less than four percent can 
be described as offering an integrated 
liberal arts curriculum. Many schools were
founded on liberal arts principles, yet
today function primarily as professional
schools, focusing mainly on job training
rather than person formation.This makes
Wheaton one of the few still committed
to intentional liberal arts teaching in a
distinctly Christian environment.

What continues to make a liberal arts

education so invaluable? New studies
reveal that by the time today’s freshman
are 38 years old, they will have made 
12-14 career moves, rendering a degree 
of professional training obsolete.

Dr. Davis explains,“What’s most
important is not specialized training but
critical thinking, adaptable application, and
ethical commitment. Gospel-centered
liberal learning encourages students to
become truly free. How? By studying
each discipline through the lens of faith,
and seeing Christ as the source and center
of all knowledge and skill. For Wheaton
graduates, the good life is actually the
abundant life.”

return to Asia to bring healing after witnessing the atrocities of
war. He and his wife, Betty Hermanson Holsinger ’49, later
became the first missionaries with Orient Crusades (now OC
International).They were joined shortly by Wheaton basketball
star Bud Schaeffer ’50 in Venture for Victory basketball evangelism.

Chuck’s own struggle to forgive the Japanese for their treatment 
of Filipino, Chinese, and Ally soldiers lasted for decades. He
eventually realized, however, that he had to forgive the Japanese
before any of his other work would be meaningful. Chuck and
Betty’s ministry has spanned six decades and 52 countries in all
phases of mission work, from evangelism to administration.

Dale Oxley ’50, M.A. ’51, a U.S. Marine among the first
occupation forces that landed in Nagasaki after the atomic bomb
was dropped, entered Wheaton College with unmatched
determination to become theologically equipped to return to
Japan as soon as possible to plant churches. He turned down
professional football offers from the Chicago Bears and Los Angeles
Rams to settle on the island of Kyushu with his wife and dedicate
a lifetime to spread the gospel.

These students and others arrived on campus burdened to help
rebuild countries ravaged by war.This contagious passion 
among veterans helped establish numerous evangelistic agencies
such as Mission Aviation Fellowship, SEND International, Greater
Europe Mission, and Far Eastern Bible Institute and Seminary.

Crusaders No More
A new mascot doesn’t change the focus of Wheaton’s athletics.

The rolling beat of hundreds of feet pounding the
bleachers of the newly renovated King Arena prefaced the
announcement of Wheaton’s new mascot. No longer the
Crusaders,Wheaton teams became the Thunder in the year

2000, with Psalm 29 as inspiration.Tom Paulsen ’70, then Alumni
Association president, made the announcement. He later wrote,“I thank
President Duane Litfin for having the courage to consider a mascot
change in light of concern over Wheaton’s witness to the world. Our
only offense should be the cross of Jesus Christ.”

At Wheaton’s founding, the idea of sports as part of a classic liberal arts
education perplexed Wheaton’s first administrators. Early on, Charles
Blanchard told the student body,“Good students only are wanted.
Persons who wish to spend their time in sports or social recreation are
advised to remain at home until they wish to study or to go elsewhere.”

The same Charles Blanchard, however, actually played a key role in the
success of Wheaton athletics, approving the construction of the state-of-
the-art gymnasium in 1899 and attending Crusader events faithfully.

Since that time, campus leaders have recognized the role of athletics in
educating the whole student. Says Athletics Director Tony Ladd,
“Wheaton does not compromise its education or Christian principles
while successfully meeting a performance standard where many of our
teams win more than 70 percent of their games.”Wheaton now boasts
20 intercollegiate sports, 9 club sports, and 19 intramurals, with coaches
who train not only athletes, but also ambassadors for Christ.
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The Right Direction

Athletics began at
Wheaton when the
baseball team held its
first off-campus
competition in 1892.
The first football game
followed in 1900.

Success came early
when Wheaton’s 
basketball team placed
second in the college
basketball tournament
held in St. Louis 
at the 1904 Olympics.
Basketball was a
demonstration sport in
the Olympics that year,
with Wheaton competing
in one of four
tournaments. Women’s 
basketball also had a
short stint as a College
sport from 1901-06,
after which it was not a
varsity sport again 
until 1969.

“Elwood Brown, one of
the first basketball
coaches here, was maybe
the best basketball
coach in the United
States at that time,” says
Athletic Director Tony
Ladd, noting that Brown
left Wheaton to start the
program at the University
of Illinois.

The 1904 “Wheaton
midgets,” as the Record
referred to them, are 
pictured here. Back row:
Magnus Mainland ’08,
Homer Hoisington ’08,
Coach Elwood Brown,
Fred Beum, Art Guild.
Front row: Howard
Pinkney ’04, Alvin Smidt
’06, Herbert Hoisington
’05.

WHEATON A guiding principle15
0
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What are the hallmarks of the history of athletics at Wheaton?

by Brett Marhanka,
Sports Information Director

n the competitive world of collegiate sports today, athletic directors
and coaches often come and go with frequency. But since 1926, only
four men have directed Wheaton’s sports, and many of the coaches 
who have led the various sports programs have each served for more
than 20 years.

Marked by such consistency and longevity,Wheaton’s sports program
today boasts 50 CCIW Championships from 2000-2009, more than 
any other institution in the conference.

Behind the scenes, always promoting Wheaton’s mission to develop
whole and effective Christians, have been Wheaton’s four athletic
directors—Ed Coray ’23, Harvey Chrouser ’34, Dr. Jack Swartz ’52,
and Dr. Tony Ladd. Each one has made his own lasting contribution 
to sports programming at Wheaton.

Coach Edward Coray ’23
Ed Coray’s legendary humor and rapid-fire comments made him a
favorite with student athletes, and famous among succeeding
generations of alumni.

In 1919 he was a freshman, wondering if he would like Wheaton
enough to stay for four years. Three years after he graduated, he 
was invited to return as a coach. His legendary tenure at Wheaton,
first as coach, and then beginning in 1951 as executive director 
of the Alumni Association, would last until 1970.

“As far as I know, when he got here, he was the only person in
the athletic department. He coached everything,” says coach and

teacher Lee Pfund ’49.“When I met Coach Coray, he was the most
gracious man I’d ever met. He had a love for the Lord, a love for the
school and love for everybody. He was treasured by everyone who
knew him.”

A longtime athletic administrator, Coach Coray was still at the
helm when the basketball program once again gained strength
following World War II. From 1943 to 1949, under his direction, the
Crusaders posted a sparkling .788 winning percentage (104-28).

Encouraged through the leadership of Coach Coray and President
Edman,Wheaton alumni gave funds to build Alumni Gymnasium,
which opened in 1942.The building was renamed Coray Alumni
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sports. Head coach Gil Dodds ’48 led the track team to nine
conference titles and Coach Chrouser’s football program had eight
championships. Lee Pfund ’49 took over the basketball program
in 1951, and led the team to five conference championships and 
the inaugural NCAA Collegiate Division Championship in 1957.

Coach Jack Swartz ’52
When Coach Chrouser retired as football coach in 1961 to dedicate
more time to his position as athletic director, one of his former players,
Jack Swartz, succeeded him. In 1975 when Coach Chrouser left his
post Dr. Jack Swartz ’52 became athletic director.

During the 1960s Wheaton appeared in six NCAA Regionals in
men’s soccer and participated in four NCAA tournaments in the
1970s. Men’s swimmer Jon Lederhouse ’74 won his second NCAA
championship in 1972 in the backstroke. Jon would later go on to
coach Wheaton’s swimming programs to national recognition. More
than 70 Wheaton swimmers and divers have earned All-American
honors during Coach Lederhouse's tenure, and seven Wheaton
swimmers have won individual national championships.

But more than victories, Jack’s legacy is also one of transformed lives.
Tony Ladd explains,“The development of sports ministry at Wheaton
was aided by Jack’s help and encouragement.Today’s sports ministry
trips, including the yearly trips that the football team takes, are really
Jack’s heritage.”

Jack supervised countless ministry trips, often heading up
construction projects due to his experience growing up helping 
his dad as a general contractor. In 1983, he led a team to 
Honduras to build a medical clinic.The team saw him as a father

Gymnasium in 1968 to honor Ed’s long service to the College as an
athlete, coach, athletic director, teacher, alumni director, and friend.

Men’s soccer coach Joe Bean reflects,“Ed Coray never failed to find
ways to encourage you. I can’t remember a week that went by that 
I didn’t receive an encouraging note from Ed, and he did that for every
coach, and a lot of the athletes too.”

Coach Harvey Chrouser ’34
Harvey Chrouser decided to enroll as a student at Wheaton because 
of its football program. Due to an incident on the football field during
a Wheaton/Valparaiso game in 1930, and through the witness of 
a roommate, Harv became a Christian and over the next four years
developed as a spiritual leader on campus.

In 1940, Coach Coray hired Harvey Chrouser to coach the 
Wheaton football program. In 17 years of leading the Crusader football
team, Coach Chrouser won 104 games, against just 34 losses, with 
nine conference championships.

When Ed Coray became director of the Alumni Association, Harv
took over as athletic director. Coach Bean reflects,“Harv was a salt-of-
the-earth type of guy. He was innovative, resourceful. He was very
energetic, but he was also inspirational. He made it easy to work with
and for him.”

Dr.Tony Ladd describes Coach Chrouser as an innovative dreamer.
One of his dreams became a reality in 1951, with the founding of
HoneyRock camp,Wheaton’s northwoods campus in Wisconsin.

Under Coach Chrouser, the 1950s became known as the “Golden
Age” of Wheaton sports, since from 1950 to 1959 Wheaton won a total
of 30 College Conference of Illinois Championships, ranging over six
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second-ranked team in the conference.
It was also in 1986 that Tony hired alumnae Jane Nelson ’83, Beth

Baker ’77, and Jennifer King-Soderquist ’77 as tennis, basketball, and
volleyball coaches. In 1987 he brought in Pete Felske ’86, a member of
the 1984 men’s soccer team that won a Division III title. Pete coached
his 2004 women’s soccer team to win the school’s first national
championship in a women’s sport exactly 20 years later.

Coach Baker gives a great deal of credit to Tony for the successes of
women’s sports.“He has fought for women’s programs,” she says,“and I
think he doesn’t get enough credit for what he has done. He has been
a very vocal advocate for women’s sports; not only at Wheaton, but in
the CCIW and even on the national level.”

In addition to the growth of women’s sports, during the mid 1990s,
several programs returned to national prominence, reminiscent of the
1950s “Golden Age.” In 1995, the Crusaders won Wheaton’s first
conference championship in football since 1959; the school’s first
league title in basketball since 1959 came in 1996. Soccer Coach Joe
Bean’s 1997 team won the Division III Championship and set an
NCAA record for consecutive matches without a loss.

From 2000-2009, the College’s teams, now the Wheaton Thunder,
have participated in NCAA championship events in football, men’s and
women’s soccer, men’s and women’s swimming, men’s and women’s
basketball, men’s and women’s cross country, men’s and women’s tennis,
men’s and women’s track and field, women’s golf, and wrestling.

For all of Wheaton’s athletic directors and coaches, however, the 
wins have always been secondary.“Wheaton is a unique institution,”
says Coach Bean.“[As a coach] you don’t come to Wheaton to 
win national championships or to make a name for yourself. You
come to coach at Wheaton to serve student-athletes who love Jesus.”

figure, drawing inspiration from his joy and energy—the first to 
begin work each morning and the last to leave.When the students
finished the project, they surprised their leader by naming the 
building the Swartz Medical Clinic.

Though sports ministry has been part of the cultural and spiritual
foundation of athletics at Wheaton since the early 1900s, since 
1965,Wheaton teams have taken nearly 50 sports ministry trips, using
athletics to spread God’s Word. More than 25 of those trips have
occurred since 1995.

Dr. Tony Ladd
Tony Ladd assumed the position of athletic director in 1983. During
his tenure,Wheaton has won five national championships.Two 
of the Division III championships came in men’s soccer, which won
Wheaton’s first Division III title in 1984.Three of those titles,
however, came in women’s soccer—a program that was added as a
club sport in 1987 and achieved varsity status in 1988.

For many years, the Wheaton Women’s Recreation Association
sponsored programs for women to compete in a variety of sports.The
program originally began as extra-mural sports teams, competing
against teams from other schools. In 1969, the Women’s Recreation
Association described their programs as “varsity” teams for the 
first time.Teachers at Wheaton such as Martha Baptista ’45, Ruth
Leedy ’32 and Marilyn Scribner HON often coached these 
programs, developing strong teams through the years.

When the CCIW began sponsoring conference championships in
women’s sports in 1986,Wheaton moved forward rapidly, winning 
62 CCIW women’s sports championships, almost twice as many as the

Far left: Captains of Wheaton sports teams between 1921-23 gather on the
steps of the original gymnasium (now Adams Hall). Left center: Wheaton
women’s basketball team in 1915. Above: A Crusader slides into home plate in a
1970 baseball game. Right: The 1943 Wheaton football team outscored their
opponents 149 to 79 over the nine-game season.
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We’ve combed 
original diaries, letters,
scrapbooks and
interviews, to provide 
a select few snapshots
of campus life 
and student thought in
the1880s,1920s,
and1990s.

It’s our hope that these
entries will bring back
memories of when
you, too, were only
20—rekindling the
enthusiasm for learning
and life of your own
Wheaton days.

WHEATONWHEATON

when we were
What was
campus life
like for
Wheaties way
back when?

1880s
A diary from the 1880s, the size of an index card, with pages that glue no

longer holds, provides a glimpse into the life of John J. Coleman from Plymouth,

Indiana, who attended Wheaton from 1886-1889.

October 10, 1886 
I spend my first Sabbath in Wheaton. Brother C. preaches in the morning, after 
which we enjoy a precious love-feast. In the afternoon we visit a prisoner in the jail who
professes to have found Christ. We read, pray, sing, and all testify.

October 19, 1886
We had no class today because of the funeral of Brother B., preached by Brother S. . . .
We work a few hours digging potatoes, and then at our studies. . . . I receive a letter from
the East full of intelligence. I feel led to write to an unconverted friend.

October 22, 1886 
How rapidly the years go by. This is my 20th birthday. All the past has not been spent 
in the service of Christ, but the future of my life shall be given to God. I have Jesus in my

20

Day-by-day15
0

Over the years, the
campus has changed
and grown considerably.
But how much of 
life is the same—and
different—for the
students who have
laughed, studied, and
prayed here? 
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soul today. To me he is as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land. I joined the Beltionian 
Society this evening. They welcomed me by handshaking, and made me feel at home with them. Hope
it may prove a wise act and a mutual benefit. The hand of Providence is with me.

March 23, 1887 
Brother Cole from Africa spoke in the morning exercises on Africa and its needs. He gave a
glowing description of his native land and spoke of rum and Masonry as being very detrimental to
the Christian religious missionary work in Africa.

May 1, 1887
My soul is happy in God today. It is a beautiful day. The trees are blossoming and nature 
is awake. In the morning, Brother S. preached one of his best sermons. In the afternoon, Brother
Brown and I visited Hiram Hadley. Had a good visit. Was brought home in the buggy—my first
buggy ride this year.

October 1, 1922
Dear “Vi” and “Jo,”
Since the first delightful days of registration and getting settled in, I’ve been on a continued hop 
from five thirty in the morning until ten in the evening, and I’m glad the days are that long, for they’re
crammed full of the loveliest things imaginable. For instance there are ten mile hikes on Saturdays,
Y.W.C.A. entertainments, recitals by the music conservatory, Literary Society informals, “pep meetings” for
the benefit of the football boys of course, dozens of prayer meetings, birthday parties, receptions, and 
a hundred other social functions that a green little Freshie simply must take in during these first glorious
days of school life. I’m perfectly dippy about everything connected with Wheaton.

****
Did Pauline tell you how I manage to earn my board and room? By cutting a few hundred slices of bread
with a bread cutter, cutting butter, clearing tables twice a day, and scrubbing several floors up once a
week, besides a little sweeping, and child’s play in arranging salads and desserts, I earn exactly 
$109 each semester. I enjoy those four hours a day in house work even more than the study of Greek—
and think what it saves! Say, I’m glad I came to Wheaton.

1920s
While a student, Muriel Ramsay ’26 wrote to friends in Milwaukee,Wisconsin.

Fortunately, these friends saved Muriel’s engaging letters.We now know 

that Muriel grew up in China and after Wheaton, attended missionary prep

courses and one year of seminary. Assigned to Soochow, China, Muriel

over time became known as “white Chinese” to those with whom she worked, and

eventually met and married another missionary,Wesley Lawton.
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November 5, 1924
Dear Violet:
Mrs G.—the Dean—is prowling along the corridors in search of victims! It is the so-called “hour of study”
in the dormitory. I am just waiting till time for our spread—which we are giving to the birthday girl 
next door. Don’t tell anybody, and I’ll whisper what some of the eats are: pie-a-la-mode, and —sh!!—

****
Now it’s later, 10:30. The spread is over. . . . Our football games have all been as victorious this year as
they have been thrilling, and every department of college seems twice as peppy as it was last year.
My only regret is that I am not a Freshman instead of a Junior—but then there are the millions in China
awaiting and dying, and crying for the story of Jesus, and when I think of that I want to take the next
steamer from Frisco, not even waiting to say goodbye. Speaking of goodbyes—guess I’ll say one now and
save my neck before I get caught by a certain night-capped friend (?) of mine! She caught us playing
football in the corridor the other night—real ball, helmets, and all!
Night, dear! 

3 0 W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

6:30 A.M. The alarm clock goes off.
I remember—I’m supposed to lead a cabinet
meeting in 15 minutes! I’m the chair of World
Christian Fellowship. Our big event is each
Sunday night, when 500 to 800 students come
to Pierce Chapel for a time of singing and
prayer and to hear what is happening in
missions around the world.
9:00 A.M. Since this isn’t a chapel day (chapel
is Monday, Wednesday, and Friday), I work out
at Coray Gym after the cabinet meeting. I climb
on a Stairmaster while reading my Bible and
reviewing for a bowling final. Please don’t
laugh. As a senior, I saved all of my fun classes
for the B Quads. The only class I have today is
bowling. But don’t worry—the rest of my week
is grueling enough. I am in an upper-level
course (Women Writers) that is killing my GPA.
11:00 A.M. I take my bowling final, all the
while thinking, “Leave it to Wheaton College 
to make a bowling class hard.”
12:30 P.M. I check my email in Armerding lab.
12:50 P.M. I walk to Memorial Student Center
and check my CPO box, and my box at OCO.
The secretary tells me that our World Christian
Fellowship fruit basket fundraiser met budget
with a couple thousand dollars to spare.
1:15 P.M. I meet a fellow preacher’s kid in
Anderson Commons. She wants to talk about
theological issues she’s struggling with. We talk
about women’s issues, divorce, baptism, and

the problem of losing your faith in a community
of believers.
2:45 P.M. I walk to Professor Lyle Dorsett’s
house. I clean the Dorsett’s house every
Thursday afternoon and make enough cash to
get by from week to week.
6:15 P.M. I meet my roommates—we call
ourselves “the chicas”—for dinner. The four of
us have lived together for three years.
7:00 P.M. I walk to the library to check the Web
for books and articles to use for my paper on
“whether art is a better vessel if it contains, or is
void of, anger.”
8:00 P.M. I find my boyfriend Eric studying in the
library basement. He is a grad student interested
in youth ministry and missions.
10:00 P.M. Eric drives me to my apartment.
I leave tomorrow for a conference in Washington,
D.C., concerning the persecution of Christians 
in Sudan.
12:00 A.M. I pray and drift off to sleep to the
sound of my roommate’s fingers clicking away
on the keyboard. I love being a Wheaton College
student. Who else gets to lead a cabinet
meeting, work out, go bowling, talk about
theology, read poetry, study, and consider the
plight of persecuted Christians around the
world—all in one day!

1990s
Sarah Livingston Baldwin ’00,

a Bible/theology major from

Minneapolis, wrote the following

journal for Wheaton magazine 

11 years ago. Her journal illustrates

one day in the life of a Wheaton

student in December 1998.

Sarah ’00 and Eric Baldwin ’97, M.A. ’99 now have three
children and live overseas.



OOTHE PR MISE OF WHEATON
CAMPAIGN  REPORT WINTER 2010

the Promise goal — 80% fulfilled

A new science center, faculty-to-
student mentoring, a renovated arts
building, evangelism, an addition
for Edman Chapel, endowed
scholarships—these are just a few
of the ambitious initiatives set out
by the unprecedented $260-million
Promise of Wheaton campaign. 
wheaton.edu/promise

$208,199,502 given to date*

53% alumni participation

$124,800,000 given by alumni

77 households have given a
total of $131,733,000, 

comprising 63.3% of gifts and pledges

140 new endowed scholarships

$26,200,000 given by 
businesses, foundations, organizations

*as of September 30, 2009



shape the 
whole
student 
for Christ

keep
Wheaton 
affordable

campaign
total

provide 
excellent 
academic 
experience

*Total received as of 6.30.09 includes $4.2M in undesignated funds.

gift/pledge*   initiative                   campaign goal

$ 48 M The Sciences / New Science Center $84 .0 M

$ 13.3 M The Arts / Adams Hall and Edman $24 .0 M

$ 13.4 M The Library / Hastert Center $14 .0 M

$ 2.9 M Faculty-to-Student Mentoring $18.0 M

$ 0.2 M Beyond-the-Classroom Learning $ 3.0 M

$ 1.1 M Evangelism $ 2.0 M

$ 23.1 M Endowed Scholarships $30.0 M

$ 23.9 M The Wheaton Fund $27.0 M

$ 46.5 M Planned Giving $40.0 M

$ 35.8 M Other purposes $18.0 M

$ 208.2 M The Promise of Wheaton campaign* $260.0 M

giving summary 

news

T H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O NT H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O N

You Hold The Promise
A Note of Thanks
As we delved into books, journals, and scrapbooks to uncover Wheaton’s history,

stories of God’s faithful financial provision for the College kept surfacing:

A large, timely gift in the early 1920s enabled President Charles Blanchard 

to keep Wheaton’s doors open.

President James Buswell initiated a drive to secure one million dollars for the 

endowment, achieving this goal just two months after the collapse of the stock

market and the onset of the Great Depression.

The latest illustration came this September. Despite the uncertain economic

climate, we received word that an anonymous donor and his family prayerfully

considered their stewardship to the College and gave $3 million, which 

will be used for the new science center.

• 

• 

• 

A Window to the Heavens 
Despite a steady fall drizzle, a crane crowned the College’s new science center with 

a 20-foot observatory dome on October 9. This observatory opens exciting new

opportunities for physics and astronomy students and professors to study the cosmos.

The sphere will house a new 16- or 18-inch Meade telescope, sensitive cameras 

for imaging astronomical vistas, and a solar telescope to view the sun directly

looking at prominence, filaments, and sunspots. Students will soon be able to track

comets, photograph nebulae, or look for exoplanets orbiting other stars.

Wheaton’s first observatory

arrived in 1908, thanks to

mathematics and physics

professor Herman Fischer. Two

teams of horses carried the

800-pound, 16-foot structure

from Harvey, Illinois. Though

officially called the Alumni

Observatory, Wheaton students

referred to it most often as

“The Lemon” because of its

shape. The Lemon moved to

HoneyRock in 1972 after

Armerding Hall was built

housing the current

observatory.

More than a century later,

Wheaton’s new observatory

tops a math and science

building still under

construction, but progressing

according to schedule. With

fundraising still underway, this

state-of-the-art science center

should be completed by

December 2010.

The College's first observatory arrived by horse-drawn wagons in 1908.
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T H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O N

youholdThePromise

Wheaton’s centennial celebration purposed “to glorify God for His
blessing and faithfulness,” as well as to “reaffirm founding principles
of Christian commitment, to call upon God for continued guidance
and wisdom in charting the course for future academic programs
and physical growth.”  

To commemorate 100 years, the College initiated two centennial
building projects—Centennial Gym and what is now named Edman
Memorial Chapel. To jumpstart the cause of building the new chapel
for audiences too large for Pierce, the Alumni Association pledged
$500,000, about one-third of the final cost. 

On Homecoming weekend, President V. Raymond Edman led the
worship service in Pierce Chapel, then directed the congregation
across the street for the cornerstone-laying and dedication
ceremony. The cornerstone bears the College seal and Ephesians
2:20, “Jesus Christ himself being the chief cornerstone.” 

Completed in May 1960, Edman Chapel is wide, rather than deep,
because “Prexy” had told the architect that he wanted the students
as near to him as possible. The auditorium was built with 1,000
more seats than needed at the time. Today, every seat is filled
during student chapel services. —from Paul M. Bechtel’s, Wheaton
College: A Heritage Remembered

How will your generation contribute?

OOTHE PR MISE OF WHEATON

To learn more, contact:
800.525.9906 or visit: www.wheaton.edu/promise 
Give online at www.wheaton.edu/giving

What 
had seats to spare?

Come, Celebrate with Us
2010 National Promise Events
Be a part of something extraordinary. In 2010 you have the unique opportunity 

to interact with alumni, parents, and friends at events in eight cities across 

the United States.

Join us in celebrating the Lord’s faithfulness to Wheaton during its 150 years, and

learn more about The Promise of Wheaton campaign.

Enjoy a meal with others who believe in the College and its mission, and hear from

President Duane Litfin on how you can help sustain Wheaton’s future. Talk to

current students about the real-life impact of The Promise initiatives such as the new 

science center, the renovated arts building, and endowed scholarships, as you 

enjoy a dessert reception and view an art gallery. Listen to music from Conservatory

students during the program as well.

Where and when?

Dallas. The Westin City Center: Thursday, January 21

Philadelphia. The Union League of Philadelphia: Friday, February 5

Atlanta. The Westin Buckhead: Friday, February 26

Denver. The Westin Tabor Center: Thursday, March 11

Los Angeles. The Sheraton Delfina Santa Monica: Friday, March 26

Minneapolis. The Depot Minneapolis: Friday, April 16

Washington, D.C. The Westin Arlington Gateway: Thursday, April 22

Chicago. To be held in the fall of 2010; more information to come 

The future of the College’s historic calling depends upon the convictions of its donors

and their confidence in Wheaton’s trustworthy stewardship. Today 53 percent of

Wheaton alumni have given to The Promise of Wheaton. All of us can bear witness to

the ways Wheaton College has upheld its mission. Come, take part in thanking 

those who have helped to bring us this far and capture a piece of the vision for how

you can shape Wheaton’s next 150 years.

To learn more about The Promise of Wheaton National Events go to:

www.PromiseEvents.com

Each of these 2010 National Promise Events will also provide opportunities for we10

alumni (classes of 2003-2009) to reconnect with friends they may not have seen since

commencement. (More information can be found at www.wheaton.edu/we10.)
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Science 
Center

From Science to Solutions

A computer-controlled blood pressure monitor,
ruby lasers for the U.S. Army—find out what
else can be attributed to the talented physics
majors from the Class of 1959.

It was a time of wonder, surging with

optimism and innovation. In the 1950s,

researchers discovered the vaccine for

polio. Microwave ovens, transistor

radios, and Polaroid cameras streamed

quickly from invention into stores.

Velcro, LP records, color television,

lasers, and even rotary engines and

artificial satellites were put to use as fast

as they flew out of factories and labs. 

In the midst of this whirlwind of

scientific change and discovery,

Wheaton College was training

individuals who would go on to work

for NASA, the U.S. Army Ballistic

Research Laboratory, the Naval

Research Laboratory, and Argonne

National Laboratory. 

In 1959 Wheaton graduated nine

physics majors. Verne Evans became an

attorney and won two major precedent-

setting cases in the U.S. Supreme Court;

David Young became an attorney and

businessman and founded one of the

leading global intelligence analysis

services in the world to date. The other

seven, however, ventured into fields

more related to their physics

background, and subsequently accrued

this list of inventions and scientific

contributions: 

• Bob Langel launched a satellite

experiment to successfully measure the

earth’s magnetic field. 

• Clay McDowell built the first ruby

lasers for the U.S. Army, engineered a

portable mass spectrometer detection

system, and evaluated logistics support

for helicopter and missile systems.

• George Lebo analyzed radiation to

determine the effects of U.S.

atmospheric nuclear testing and later

created a computer-controlled blood

pressure monitor.

• Ken Allain became an army officer

and worked in R&D on ballistic missile

guidance and laser rangefinders.

• Harold Munsell developed electronic

telephone switching systems that led to

“call forwarding” and “caller ID.”

During Alumni Weekend last May, eight physics majors from the Class of 1959 met 

for their 50th class reunion. The ninth member of their group, Bob Langel, died in 1999.

Row 1: Bill Hoppel, George Lebo, Harold Munsell, Stanley Chamberlain, Kent Allain.

Row 2: David Young, Verne Evans, Clay McDowell

T H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O NT H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O N
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• Bill Hoppel pioneered research in

aerosols and cloud physics affecting

climate change at the Naval Research

Laboratory.   

• Stanley Chamberlain helped to

simulate and analyze signal processing

for submarine, surface ship, torpedo,

mine-hunting, and surveillance sonar

systems.

The field of science has changed since

the 1950s, as has Wheaton’s response

to those changes, evidenced by the

construction of our new science center.

It is a facility that will match the

historic strength of the science

program and position the next wave of

graduates to make their own important

scientific contributions.

The nine physics grads of the Class 

of 1959 credit Dr. Howard Claassen,

professor and chair of the department,

for his significant role in their education

and in preparing them for their

professional careers. Dr. Claassen’s 

23 years of teaching at Wheaton were

interrupted by leaves of absence for

research at Argonne National

Laboratory, and research overseas.

In 1962-63 he served as a leader at

Argonne that discovered the first

noble-gas compound that

demonstrated that noble gasses were

not inert. For this groundbreaking 

work, he was named “Chicago Scientist

of the Year” for 1962 and received 

the 1964 Rosenberger Medal from the

University of Chicago. In 1975 he was

a primary and visionary influence in

establishing Wheaton’s Human 

Needs and Global Resources (HNGR)

program, which continues today to

send Wheaton students to developing

countries for six-month internships.

youholdThePromise

An anonymous donor, bestowing a generous lead gift, requested
that the College’s new student center be named in honor of
September 11 hero Todd M. Beamer ’91, to remind future
generations of the ideals, devotion, and character that Wheaton
tries to instill and nurture in students. 

Todd died when terrorists overtook United Airlines Flight 93 in
2001. Through phone calls made from the flight, the world
gained a window into Todd’s faith, and into his and fellow flight
members’ brave, final acts. Together these individuals
orchestrated a counterattack that may have kept the plane from
striking another densely populated U.S. target. The Center 
also honors the memories of Jason Oswald ’95 and Jeffrey
Mladenik M.A. ’95, who also lost their lives on 9/11. 

Dedicated on October 1, 2004, and funded entirely by the
generosity of alumni and other individuals, the Todd M. Beamer
Student Center project refurbished the space beneath Anderson
Commons and Coray Alumni Gym to house the campus post
office, the Stupe, Gold Star Chapel, and the Student Activities
and Chaplain’s Offices. Designed to build a sense of community
on campus, the Center also features Sam’s Café and
recreational lounges. 

How will your generation be remembered?

OOTHE PR MISE OF WHEATON

To learn more, contact:
800.525.9906 or visit: www.wheaton.edu/promise 
Give online at www.wheaton.edu/giving

What 
honors a fallen hero?

T H E  P R O M I S E  O F  W H E AT O N
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Lisa Brosious Beamer ’91



WHEATONalumni

Alumni Relations
Vice President for

Advancement and

Alumni Relations

Dr. R. Mark Dillon

Director of Alumni

Relations

Cindra Stackhouse Taetzsch ’82 

Alumni Association
President

Timothy A. Stoner ’82 

President-Elect

Christopher A. Jahns ’82 

Past President

Matthew C. Hsieh ’93 

Executive Director

Cindra Stackhouse Taetzsch ’82 

Professor Emeritus

LeRoy H. Pfund ’49 

Alumni Trustee

Representatives

Timothy A. Stoner ’82 
Christopher A. Jahns ’82 
Matthew C. Hsieh ’93 

Board of Directors

Serving through 2010

Douglas Ambler ’90 
Mer Crow ’57 
Kirk Farney M.A. ’98 
Patty Klepack Mann ’82 
Norman Mindrebo ’80 
Peggy Berns Mindrebo ’80 
David Patterson ’53 
Lauren Pfister ’08 

Board of Directors

Serving through 2011

Joel Ayee ’09 
Tobias Eng ’01 
Jane Hatfield Erickson ’78 
Gretchen Wagle McCaskey ’74 
Mary Ashley Miller ’69 
Adam Phillips ’96 

Board of Directors

Serving through 2012

John Allison ’63 
Lori Bachman ’78 
Priscilla Mixter Gault ’66 
Kurt Tillman ’78 
Jeannie Wang ’97 

Cindra Stackhouse
Taetzsch ’82 

Director of Alumni
Relations

Several months ago, I posted Wheaton’s Sesquicentennial theme verse on my office
wall where I see it every day. Instead of just thinking about this verse and plastering it
on marketing materials, I want to do what it says. Dictionary.com tells me that one
definition of “commend” is to “praise as worthy of confidence.” So how do I praise God
as worthy of confidence to future generations? Homecoming Weekend 2009 gave me
some ideas.

In Chapel on October 9, Trustee Gary Griffin ’64 and his son, Rev. Jeff Griffin ’90,
shared stories of the Lord’s faithfulness in their lives while at Wheaton and in the years
since. Several students have mentioned that Chapel was the highlight of their
Homecoming weekend. You can listen too at: wheaton.edu/wetn/chapelfall09.htm.

Lee Pfund ’49 celebrated his 90th birthday. Coach Pfund had many roles while he
worked at Wheaton, and he has encouraged generations of alumni by sharing stories of
God’s work at Wheaton and in his own life.

The life of Clayton Halvorsen HON, longtime director of the Men’s Glee Club, was
celebrated at a beautiful memorial service. Looking around the church sanctuary, I saw
several generations of Men’s Glee alumni there to honor their beloved director. Dr. David
Gieser ’71, chairman of the Board of Trustees, told story after story of the Lord’s
faithfulness through his relationship with Mr. Halvorsen.

Dr. David Johnston ’65 was honored as the 2009 Alumnus of the Year for Distinguished
Service to Alma Mater. Dave spent 32 years serving Wheaton College as senior vice
president for finance and made an enormous impact on generations of students by
ensuring that Wheaton stayed financially sound. When Dave accepted his award at a
trustee dinner a week after Homecoming, he shared his story of becoming seriously ill
over the last couple of years. I was moved by Dave’s confidence in God’s faithfulness
through this trial.

One hundred fifty years of Wheaton College. One hundred fifty years of one generation
commending the Lord’s work to another. How do I praise God as worthy of confidence
to future generations? I do it through trusting Him when awful things happen. I do it
through my willingness to be molded into His image. And, when God has shown
Himself worthy of confidence (and He always does), I commend Him by sharing my
stories with the next generation.

Three

generations of

Alumni

Association

executive

directors

celebrate Lee

Pfund’s 90th

birthday—Marilee

Melvin ’72, 

Coach Pfund ’49,

and Cindra

Stackhouse

Taetzsch ’82
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“One generation will commend Your works to another.” Psalm 145:4 (NIV)

*

*
*

*



youholdThePromise

In the early 1940s, as German forces marched across Europe,
enrollment at Wheaton was high. The football team’s roster was
full, and the athletic program, housed in Adams Hall, was
bursting.

Having seen drawings for a gymnasium that would fit the
College’s needs, Dr. V. Raymond Edman asked Coach Harvey
Chrouser and Alumni Director Ed Coray to present the plans to
the Board of Trustees. When asked who would pay for the
building, Coach Chrouser replied, “Alumni will.” 

After the trustees approved a campaign to fund the gym in
February, alumni did send their dollars—giving an astonishing
$85,000 in just three months. As a result, on May 9, 1941, 
Dr. Edman celebrated the inaugural day of his new College
presidency by breaking ground for what would later be named
the Edward A. Coray Alumni Gymnasium. Steel for the gym 
was acquired the day before the War Resources Board put a
freeze on such uses.

Another alumni giving project was the Memorial Student Center,
constructed in 1951 in memory of the 39 Wheaton students
who “gave the last full measure of devotion.” It also honored
more than 1,600 students who served in WWII.

How will your generation be part of Wheaton’s history?

OOTHE PR MISE OF WHEATON

To learn more, contact:
800.525.9906 or visit: www.wheaton.edu/promise 
Give online at www.wheaton.edu/giving

What 
took a wartime effort?meet your new Board members

Wheaton College Alumni Association Board of Directors

John Allison ’63 has worked for over 30 years as a
senior principal consultant for Sungard Higher
Education. He and his wife, Joan Ball Allison ’63 live
in Chicago and have two children, Jill Allison White
’89 and Joel Allison ’91.

Joel Ayee ’09 is serving a two-year term as a young

alumni representative to the Board. Joel grew up in South

Africa and Ghana and is employed by Hewitt Associates.

Both his parents are Wheaton graduates: Emmanuel

M.A. ’86 and Alberta Adjorlolo Ayee M.A. ’87.

Lori Bachman ’78 lives in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado and is the Director of Financial Planning for
Lockheed Martin Corporation’s Space division, where
she has been employed since 1980. Lori has two
children: Annie (10) and Andrew (7).

Priscilla Mixter Gault ’66 has worked as a dental

assistant, a church secretary, and a design editor. Pris

has been active as a church board member, Awana

director, Sunday school teacher, and Stephen minister.

She and her husband, Gordy ’67, have three children:

Amy Gault Wilson ’92, Melinda, and Shelley.

Kurt Tillman ’78 is a principal at Cedarstone

Partners, Inc., a management consulting and

business services firm. Kurt previously taught and

coached high school for 20 years. Kurt and his wife,

Meg Roberts Tillman ’81 have three children: Steve

’11, Christa, and David.

Jeannie Wang ’97 is an optometrist with Lawndale

Christian Health Center. She received her O.D. from the

Illinois College of Optometry, where she did her

residency and currently serves as adjunct faculty. In

October, Jeannie completed her first marathon with

Team World Vision in Chicago.

The Alumni Board consists of 21 alumni representing every decade back through the 1950s. The
new directors have been appointed to serve a three-year term beginning July 1, 2009. Alumni
Board members are selected by the existing Board through a formal nomination process. All
alumni are invited to submit nominations for open positions by sending a completed form to the
Nominating Committee. Forms can be found under “Alumni Association” at alumni.wheaton.edu.
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Homecoming Weekend photo album 
1 Luke ’03 and Celeste Elsenheimer Barnett ’04 with baby Clayton

James. 2 Members of the swim team cheer on the Wheaton Thunder

football team. 3 President Litfin in Homecoming Chapel. 4 David

Johnston ’65 is the 2009 Alumnus of the Year for Distinguished Service to

Alma Mater.  5 Homecoming Chapel speakers Trustee Gary Griffin ’64 and

Rev. Jeffrey Griffin ’90. 6 The Wheaton Thunder defeated the Augustana

Vikings 24-17 in the final seconds of this thrilling game. 7 Classmates

from 1984 sit with Alumni Association Board President Tim Stoner ’82 at

the Homecoming BBQ. 8 Student Homecoming Committee poses with

Jonathan Blanchard (Cole Armerding ’08).

Alumni Relations photos: Luke Brewster ’09, Jon Sturdevant ’03,

Carlos Vergara ’82

8

7

save the date
alumni weekend
may 7-8, 2010
Watch for details in the mail, online at alumni.wheaton.edu,

or contact the Alumni Relations office at 630.752.5047.

Classes commemorating reunions: 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950,

1955, 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980
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Enjoy this excerpt from 
Edward A. Coray’s book, The
Wheaton I Remember (1974).
Ed Coray ’23 served as coach,
athletic director, and alumni
director for more than 60 years
under five of Wheaton’s seven
presidents. He died at the age
of 91, just before his class’
70th reunion. The only years he
really spent away from Wheaton
after graduating were three
years as a high school teacher
before he returned to the
College to coach in 1926.

4 0 W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

Another tradition started in our day was Homecoming. This event, a special time for

students to welcome alumni back to campus and to entertain them, has continued

annually since 1923.

I was president of the Student Council and we were groping around for something

significant to do. The college bulletin board was not behind glass and was being

increasingly used for fun lovers on which to post joke announcements. It had reached

the point where no announcement could be taken seriously. The Student Council,

after prolonged and serious discussion, made a rule that no announcement could be

posted without approval of some member of a student council committee.

One of my friends, Orland Stockton ’23, ribbed me about this silly rule and called

us the Stupid Council. He said why doesn’t the Stupid Council do something

worthwhile. I asked what he had to suggest. He said some of the colleges are starting

to have big weekends on campus for alumni which they call Homecoming.

I thought it was a good idea, took it to the Council and we started the wheels rolling

for Wheaton’s first Homecoming for October 27 of that year. Clarence Mason ’24 was

chairman and other campus leaders followed through in the fall. Some of our

classmates attended that first Homecoming. Others of us were too far away. It has been

my good fortune to attend all but the 1923 and 1924 Homecomings.

How did
Wheaton come
to have
Homecoming?
Believe it or not,

Wheaton’s first 

annual Homecoming

was organized 

by students.
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March 16-31, 2010
Alumni Relations Tour
Hosted by Phil ’72 & 
Patsy Elsen Hubbard ’73

Join us as we visit
some of China’s
most remarkable
sites and experience
one of the world’s
oldest and most
complex cultures.

Contact:
The Alumni
Relations Office
alumni.wheaton.edu
/Chinatour
or 
Dehoney Travel 
1.800.325.6708
www.dehoneytravel.
com

Are you connected?
Be part of a global conversation

about life and work through 

the art of networking. Wheaton

Connect is the new online

community that can help you

interact with Wheaton alumni

around the world. Stay in touch,

ask advice, encourage

someone else, and celebrate

being one of Wheaton’s

greatest assets—its alumni.

Career Center
Find a career
mentor, or
become a mentor
to others.

Groups Connect through class groups or start groups of your own.Class Notes 
Read the
latest news
from your
friends, and
share from
your own life. Register today at alumni.wheaton.edu

Select “First Time Login” to get started. 
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4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Generation. RRooww  11:: Kyle Courtright (Wayne Courtright ’85, father; Marian Walter Courtright ’57, grandmother;

Laurel Walter ’52, great-grandfather); Emily Hunter (S. Allen ’76 and Jann Johnson Hunter ’76, parents; Donald ’48 and Ruth Jones Johnson ’48,

grandparents; Oscar Johnson’ 22, great-grandfather); Jonathan Miller (Rhoda Congdon Miller ’87, mother; Roger Congdon ’40, grandfather; John

’00, M.A. ’01 and Ellen Kellogg Congdon ’02, great-grandparents; Henry 1870 and Nora Blanchard Kellogg 1872, great-great-grandparents;

Jonathan HON and Mary Bent Blanchard HON great-great-great grandparents); Coray Watson (Philip Watson ’84, father; Deborah Willson Bradley

’85, mother; Peter ’50 and June Coray Willson ’50, grandparents; Edward ’23 and Lillian Wightman Coray ’24, great-grandparents); Joseph (Trey)

Martin (Joseph [Jay] ’79 and Pamela Cole Martin ’88, parents; George Cole Jr. ’41 and Winifred Wagner Cole ’45, grandparents; George Cole Sr.

HON, great-grandfather) RRooww  22: Forrest Clements (Charles ’35 and Charlotte Robson Wills ’35, great-grandparents); Julia Craig (Melissa Urban

Craig ’83, mother; Gwendolyn Kellogg Urban ’60, grandmother; Edward ’34 and Eleanor Peterman Kellogg ’34, great-grandparents; Cora Kimball

Kellogg ’05, great-great-grandmother; Henry 1870 and Nora Blanchard Kellogg 1872, great-great-great-grandparents; Jonathan HON and Mary

Bent Blanchard HON great-great-great-great grandparents); Marc Erickson (Marc ’85 and Judy Hansler Erickson ’87, parents; Marc ’62 and Nancy

Brown Erickson ’63, grandparents; David Brown ’36, great-grandfather); Michelle Goering (Thomas ’85 and Suzanne MacPherson Goering ’87,

parents; Bruce ’61 and Nancy Miller MacPherson ’61, grandparents; Florence Fairbanks MacPherson ’27, great-grandmother); Luke Partain

(David ’85 and Wendy Gieser Partain ’85, parents; Richard ’59 and Marjorie Nystrom Gieser ’59, grandparents; P. Kenneth ’30 and M. Catharine

Kirk Gieser ’31, great-grandparents; George Viele Kirk, Wheaton College VP of Finance, great-great-grandfather).

2nd Generation. RRooww  11::  Heather Fredericks (Paul Fredericks ’86, father); Kerilee Van Schooten

(Rodney M.A. ’88 and Christiane Spreen Van Schooten M.A. ’86, parents); Elizabeth Strachan (David

’80 and Laurie Miller Strachan ’81, parents); Lindey Koehler (John ’79 and Dena Pearson Koehler ’82,

parents); Walker Steven (Lee ’85 and Paula Ditzler Steven ’84, parents); Kristin Kroeze (David ’73 and

Linda Carter Kroeze ’73, parents); Darcy Cornell (Stephen Cornell ’73, father); Meaghan Zang (R.

Christopher Zang M.A. ’89, father); Lauren Cruz (Kathryn Karl Cruz ’80, mother); Bethany Killian (Scott

Killian ’85, father); Melody Parker (David Parker ’73, M.A. ’74, father); Katie Pederson (David ’83 and

Debra Neff Pederson ’86, parents); Lauren Caporaso (Lisa Perkins Caporaso ’78, mother); Matthew

Gardziella (Scott ’87 and Tamara Peterson Gardziella ’87, parents). RRooww  22:: Andrew Baur (Philip ’78,

M.A. ’83 and Ann Ekerholm Baur ’80, parents); Carl Sveen (David Sveen M.A. ’94, father); Sydney

Seagren (Steven ’85 and Margo Meadowcroft Seagren ’85, parents); Laura Darling (Jeffrey Darling

’81, father); Rebecca Kregness (Ronald ’85 and Dawn Olson Kregness ’86, M.A. ’95, parents); Elena

Aronson (Robert ’83 and Jenifer Senn Aronson ’84, parents); Brianna Zrinsky (Raymond ’87 and

Kirsten Pickart Zrinsky ’89, parents); Rachel Sommers (Lisa Spuck Sommers ’86, mother); Julie Fink

(Keith Fink ’83, father); Emily Deal (Elizabeth Yoder Deal ’84, mother). RRooww  33::  Rachel Goetz (John ’79

and Susan Hammarberg Goetz ’79, parents); Jacquelyn Miser (W. Fred ’79 and Debra Krotz Miser

’79, parents); Alyssa Ericson (Kevin Ericson ’82, father); Kathryn Sheehy (Lesli Armstrong Sheehy ’76,

mother); Rebecca Queen (David ’80 and Melinda Korell Queen ’82, parents); Kyle Dignan (Stephen

Dignan ’77, father); David Ketch (Bradley Ketch ’84, father); Sean Ellsworth Jr. (Sean Ellsworth Sr.

’87 and M. Elizabeth Price Ellsworth ’87, parents); Ian McGregor (F. Bruce ’83 and Linda West

McGregor ’83, parents); Ann Chestnut (Janet Colip Chestnut ’82, mother); Shelby Swart (JoAnn

Lieffers Swart ’91, mother); Keri Duggan (Brian ’83 and Catherine Rentschler Duggan ’84, parents);

Rosemarie Johnston (Mark ’79 and Sandra Littauer Johnston ’79, parents); Mary O’Hara (Beth

Gibson O’Hara ’74, mother); Elisabeth Phillips (Lee Eakle Phillips ’77, mother); Rachel Kuder (Ruth

Almroth Kuder ’88, mother). RRooww  44:: Lia Smith (Sam Smith ’73, father); Matthew Agee (Daniel ’81

and Margaret Ross Agee ’82, parents); Mark Sommerville (Sharen Nerhus Sommerville ’72, moth-

er); Edward Meadors Jr. (Edward Meadors Sr. ’86, M.A. ’88 and S. Kathleen McDonald Meadors ’87,

parents); Andrew Wagner (Richard ’84 and Deborah Wanner Wagner ’84, parents); Casey Watkins

(David Watkins ’76, father); Graham Kinsinger (Mitchell ’83 and Sandra Hoover Kinsinger ’84, par-

ents); Nathanael Fugate (Joel Fugate ’85, father); Trevor Smith (Jeffrey Smith ’77, father); M.

Catherine O’Reagan (M. Elizabeth Zitzman O’Reagan ’81, mother); Peter Ginn (Stephen Ginn ’81,

father); Melinda Lehman (Douglas ’87 and Karen Frisch Lehman ’86, parents); Mark Corapi (Susan

Mathews Corapi ’73, mother); Andrew Wolfe (Jewel Knoepfle Wolfe ’78, mother); Gabriel Pontón

(Marcel ’83 and Sylvia Vallejo Pontón ’81, parents).

“One generation will commend Your works to 

another; they will tell of Your mighty acts.” Psalm 145-4 (NIV),

Wheaton College Sesquicentennial Year Verse 2009-2010
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3rd Generation. RRooww  11: Mary Thielman  (Nathan ’86 and Margaret Dunn Thielman ’87, parents;

Calvin Thielman M.A. ’59, grandfather); Krista Kellner (Kenneth ’82 and Susan Eastburg Kellner ’83,

parents; Joyce Johnson Eastburg ’53, grandmother; Grace Graffam Kellner ’61, grandmother); Erika

Oslund (Jeffrey ’86 and Alison Thorfeldt Oslund ’86, parents; Cynthia Erickson Oslund ’58, grand-

mother); Joanna Helm (David ’83 and Lisa Schmid Helm ’84, parents; Richard ’55 and Andrea Morken

Helm ’58, grandparents); Mary Nussbaum (Philip Nussbaum ’84, father; Jack Nussbaum ’55, grand-

father); Alisa Maas (David ’85 and Aimee Fahs Maas ’86, parents; David Maas ’62, grandfather; Ivan

’54 and Joyce Evans Fahs ’54, grandparents); Jodi Orewiler (Deborah Holbrook Orewiler ’81, mother;

Jonathan Orewiler ’81, father; Marvin Orewiler ’62, grandfather); Alexandra Clausen (Stephen ’78 and

Sharon Musto Clausen ’82, parents; Lee Clausen ’53, grandfather; Jane Woll Smals ’54, grandmoth-

er); Katherine Van Doren (Vivian Erickson Nimmo ’62, grandmother; Andrew Nimmo ’62, grandfather);

Todd VanKerkhoff  (Mer ’57 and Marti Jackson Crow ’56, grandparents; William McCartney ’56, grand-

father). RRooww  22:: Rebecca Baker (Thomas ’85 and Kathy Petry Baker ’86, parents; Bruce ’53 and

Marcella Tarbutton Baker ’53, grandparents); Abigail Elliott (Daniel ’83, M.A. ’92 and Heidi Birkey Elliott

’83, parents; Raymond ’49, M.A. ’52 and Helen Belcher Elliott ’50, M.A. ’80, grandparents); Gillian

Ellsworth (Phillip ’82, M.A. ’87 and Victoria White Ellsworth ’79, parents; Robert White ’44, grandfather);

Elizabeth Ray (William ’84 and Sarah Folgers Ray ’84, parents; Virginia Kickert Folgers ’59, grand-

mother); Katelyn Schweitzer (David ’81 and Vicki Hobolth Schweitzer ’81, parents; Kirklin ’58 and

Sandra Molin Hobolth ’58, grandparents); Susan Millikan (Randall ’80 and Lynn Carter Millikan ’80,

parents; William ’54 and Wilda Olson Carter ’54, grandparents); Jessica Kohl (George ’76 and Judith

Gration Kohl ’79, parents; John Gration M.A. ’52, grandfather); Laurel Johnson (Daniel ’78 and Jill

Bryson Johnson ’79, parents; Ruth Van Yperen Bryson ’52, grandmother); Luke Fulton (Steven Fulton

’84, father; Nancy Bennett-Fulton ’86, mother; George ’63 and Marinda Burrell Bennett ’64, grand-

parents). RRooww  33:: John VanZwieten III (John VanZwieten Jr. ’90 and Shirra Greene VanZwieten ’89, par-

ents; Richard Greene ’65, grandfather; Patricia McCool Greene ’67, grandmother; Diane Whatley

VanZwieten ’67, grandmother); Lily Bowen (James ’77 and Susan Penner Bowen ’78, parents; David

Penner ’51, grandfather; Clarence Sands ’35, grandfather); Ben Meyer (Jeffrey ’82 and Karin Nelson

Meyer ’83, parents; Donald ’57 and Doris Maurer Meyer ’57, grandparents); Andrew Massot (Randal

’83 and Marcia Kennedy Massot ’83, parents; Charles Kennedy ’53, grandfather); Daniel Hiben (Teresa

Wiebe Hiben ’81, mother; Gerald Wiebe ’58, grandfather); Chelsea Reed (Timothy ’89 and Susan

Bennett Reed ’89, parents; George ’63 and Marinda Burrell Bennett ’64, grandparents); Chris Gates

(Ronald ’52 and Ann Bryant Gates ’52, grandparents); Jordan Nitz (Arthur ’75 and Jane Buyse Nitz

’75, parents; L. John ’50 and Marjorie Look Buyse ’49, grandparents); Kory Schweitzer (David ’81 and

Vicki Hobolth Schweitzer ’81, parents; Kirklin ’58 and Sandra Molin Hobolth ’58, grandparents); Mali

Langlie (Eugene Glader ’55, grandfather). RRooww  44:: Torrey Benware (Richard Benware Jr. ’86 and Jodi

Shaw Benware ’86, parents; Richard Benware Sr. ’60, grandfather; Marla Rogers Dahlstrom ’63,

grandmother); James O’Connor (Robert ’79 and Laura Goff O’Connor ’79, parents; D. Joanne Spalding

O’Connor ’50, grandmother); Erik Matson (James ’84 and Susan Nelson Matson ’85, parents; Marion

Johnson Nelson ’52, grandmother; Howard ’59 and Nancy Wiegand Matson ’59, grandparents);

Andrew Wood (John ’44 and Magdalene Vander Mey Wood ’44, grandparents); Roger Underwood

(Wesley ’79 and Nancy Johnson Underwood ’79, parents; Donald ’50 and Genive Smith Underwood

’51, grandparents); Bruce Larkin (James ’74 and Sharon Ellingson Larkin ’82, parents; Bruce ’59,

M.A. ’61 and Carolyn Cassel Ellingson ’58, grandparents); Taylor Johnson (Susan Buyse Johnson ’73,

mother; L. John ’50 and Marjorie Look Buyse ’49, grandparents); Jeremiah Coogan (Ronald ’52 and

Ann Bryant Gates ’52, grandparents); Marisa Foxwell (Philip Foxwell Jr. ’80 and Anda Margesson

Foxwell ’81, parents; Philip Foxwell Sr. ’42, M.A. ’44 and Jane Buswell Foxwell ’41, grandparents);

Emily Cole (Pamela Henry Cole ’81, mother; Nancy Miller Henry ’53, grandmother). Not pictured: Chris

Bradley (Mark ’79 and Sarah Bartel Bradley ’80, parents; Robert ’53 and Shirley Danenhour Bartel ’52,

grandparents; C. Henry ’53, M.A. ’56 and Barbara Brown Bradley ’52, grandparents). Jesse Peterson

(Jeffrey ’82 and Lisa Wisehart Peterson ’83, parents; William Peterson ’56, grandfather).

new f reshmen—sons and daughters  of  a lumni
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“Addie” was born in a log cabin in Will County,

Illinois. She first attended Oberlin College in

Ohio, but transferred to Wheaton because of the

College’s proximity to her home, and Jonathan

Blanchard’s strong views on coeducation.

At the time, many schools admitted women but

offered them separate curricula. Dr. Blanchard

refused to be president of a college that was not

“mixed” and remarked, “It is far better that the

sexes should be educated together.” As a result,

Wheaton was one of the first colleges in Illinois

to offer ladies the opportunity to take classes

with men, according to David Malone, head of

Wheaton’s archives and special collections.

Slender, wide-eyed Addie wrote thoughtful

papers on such topics as “Mental Development

Without Moral Culture.” But she also participat-

ed in the arts, enjoying sketching, painting with

oils, and writing poetry. She paid an additional

$1 fee above her $24 tuition bill for vocal music.

After graduation, Addie spent three years at the

College as principal of the Ladies’ Department

(another name for the dean of women). Her

responsibilities included enforcing rules with the

young female students and being sure they

passed exams in all subjects before being

admitted to the main College. Addie’s grand-

daughter recalls that one of her grandmother’s

additional duties as principal of the Ladies’

Department included teaching the young women

how to handle their hoop skirts.

Two years after leaving the College, Addie mar-

ried Henry D. Hatch, and they lived on a farm

near her childhood home. They had one daugh-

ter, Emily Ellen, two grandchildren, and two

great-grandsons.

Addie often expressed gratitude for the opportu-

nity to attend Wheaton College, where she will

always be celebrated for leading the way for

many outstanding young women to follow.

Who Came First?
We remember firsts—first steps, first presidents, first men 
on the moon. Perhaps that’s because to be first, or to do something 
for the first time, requires pluck and courage, something 
that the three students featured in this story must have had in 
abundance. Meet a few of Wheaton’s firsts—the first 
female, first African American, and first international students to 
graduate from the small prairie school now known as Wheaton
College—and learn where such daring led. 

1862 ADELINE COLLINS While the

Civil War raged over issues of slavery and states

rights, in 1862 Wheaton College broke through

equality barriers with its first female graduate—

Adeline Eliza Collins.
1st 
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Remarkable for his time, Edward earned his

bachelor of divinity in 1874 and was ordained

by the Congregational Church in Selma,

Alabama. The American Missionary Association

then appointed him to a pastorate in

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

As a living bridge between the oppression of

slavery and the potentials of equality, Edward’s

life spanned both triumph and tragedy. He bold-

ly pastored one of the first interracial churches

in the South, but the combination of external

pressures and his own internal struggles with

issues of justice took a toll. Edward eventually

passed away while a resident of Taunton

Lunatic Asylum at the age of 41, his life a testi-

mony to the promise as well as the cost of

breaking barriers.

1866 EDWARD BREATHITE 
SELLERS

1st 
Afri

can
 Am

eric
an 

Gra
dua

te

Born into slavery in Mississippi,

Edward Breathite Sellers embodied Jonathan

Blanchard’s dream that Wheaton would wel-

come students seeking spiritual and academic

instruction no matter their gender or ethnicity.

President Blanchard said, “God hath created all

men free and equal, and hath endowed them

with certain inalienable rights, which [they] may

not lay down, and which no man or body of

men called a Legislature can take away without

sin. This is why we may not make men slaves.”

While at Wheaton, Edward joined the Beltionian

Literary Society where his oral and written

communication skills blossomed. His debates

on topics ranging from economics to ethics,

including lengthy discussions on the lawfulness

(or unlawfulness) of slavery, earned him the

reputation as one of the “leading disputants” on

campus.

During his junior year at Wheaton, the Union

Army called for “hundred-days men.” Edward

and some of his peers answered the plea and

enlisted in 1864 to the 132nd Illinois Volunteer

Infantry Regiment. He was the only African

American Wheaton College student to serve in

the Civil War, and though he had been born a

slave, was so light-skinned in appearance that

he successfully enlisted in a white unit. They

encamped and trained, but did not face any

direct combat before the end of the summer.

Edward was the lone Wheaton College gradu-

ate in 1866 and, with Jonathan Blanchard’s

help, enrolled the following year at Andover

Theological Seminary in Boston. He worked as

a store clerk during his time at Andover, and

lived near Boston Commons and the

Massachusetts State House.
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Voyaging from the Turkish port of Smyrna in

1869, only nine years after the College’s found-

ing, Anastasios Diamandes Zaraphonithes

enrolled as Wheaton’s first international student.

Anastasios was born on Easter Sunday, 1846,

on the Greek island of Arnos. Drawn from a tiny

Mediterranean island at the age of 23, he over-

came cultural and language barriers to begin his

studies at Wheaton College in 1869. After com-

pleting his degree in 1873, he moved to New

York where he attended Union Seminary, receiv-

ing a diploma in May 1876 before beginning

medical school. In 1876, he was ordained a

Baptist minister and granted an honorary mas-

ter’s degree from Wheaton.

After becoming a U.S. citizen in 1878, he

returned to his hometown in Greece to serve as

a medical missionary. While there, he and his

wife welcomed three children into their family:

Diamanda, Leroy, and Jennie.

Facing some amount of persecution in Greece,

the family returned to the United States in 1887,

and Anastasios studied for a year at the Dental

College of New York City. For four years after

dental school he traveled around the country,

perhaps an early “home assignment,” raising

support and reporting on the needs for prayer.

He and his family returned to Greece as mis-

sionaries in 1892, carrying with them the gift of

a folding organ from the College for his ministry.

The family eventually returned to New York, and

Anastasios became the manager of the Free

Employment Bureau ministering to Greeks in

New York City. He and his wife later moved to

California in ill health, and their son, Leroy,

began to pastor First Baptist Church in Nunda,

New York.

Over half a century later, while traveling around

the Mediterranean, Dr. V. Raymond Edman

inquired about the Zaraphonithes family and

found that they had ministered on the island of

Crete where they gave faithful testimony for the

gospel despite opposition. He also found the

portable organ from Wheaton still being used in

a small church in Athens where he worshipped

during his visit. The organ was soon sent to a

newly planted congregation on the Island of

Eubeia, where the spread of Christ through a

Wheaton testimony continues.

1873 ANASTASIOS
DIAMANDES ZARAPHONITHES
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While serving in the U.S. Air Force, Chris

Beetham experienced what he describes as a

“Damascus Road conversion” giving him a new

and “aching” hunger to study the Bible.

“One night, I simply could not sleep. My guilt

weighed upon my shoulders and was nearly

suffocating me. I arose in the darkness out of

my military green bunk and bent down on my

knees and cried out to Jesus to rescue me,”

Chris says. “I woke up the next morning and

found that I was not the same. I had been trans-

formed, renewed, healed on the inside.”

From then on, Chris’s dream of flying fighter jets

no longer had a hold on him. He fulfilled his

commitment to the USAF early so that he could

begin his studies at Wheaton.

“All I knew as a new Christian was that mar-

tyred missionary Jim Elliot had studied there,”

Chris says. “I figured if Wheaton was good

enough for him, it was good enough for me.”

In 1999, Chris earned his B.A., graduating with

a double major in Ancient Languages and

Biblical Studies. He then earned two master’s

degrees from Gordon-Conwell Theological

Seminary—in Old Testament and in New

Testament. “I absolutely loved studying

Scripture and researching and writing at a rig-

orous, academic level. I was so hungry, so

thirsty to study the Word,” Chris says.

While at Gordon-Conwell, Chris studied under

Dr. Greg Beale who left to craft the new doctor-

al program at Wheaton. Upon graduation, Chris

followed his mentor to Wheaton, where the dis-

tinctive program requires students to integrate

two disciplines. His dissertation, published by

the academic publisher Brill in 2008, is titled

Echoes of Scripture in the Letter of Paul to

the Colossians.

Dispatchesfrom an Outpost
of the Kingdom
After finishing his doctoral program, Chris and

his family moved to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. There

he and his wife Mindy serve, with their five chil-

dren, as missionaries with SIM (Serving in

Mission, formerly Sudan Interior Mission). Chris

teaches at two theological schools in Addis: bib-

lical studies at Evangelical Theological College

and New Testament at Ethiopian Graduate

School of Theology.

“I have found the students to be mature, bright,

respectful, and hungry to learn. They bring a dif-

ferent host of questions to the text due to their

context, and it is enlightening to see things

through their eyes,” Chris says. Along with his

goal to develop his students’ biblical knowledge

and exegetical skills, Chris says he also hopes to

identify many future church leaders, and profes-

sors and administrators of the schools.

“Both schools are fairly new and are in process

of developing into independent and indigenous

institutions. Having full-time Ethiopian faculty in

place at all levels is a big step in that process.

Ethiopian faculty members contextualize the

gospel so much easier than Westerners for their

own culture,” he says.

The evangelical church is young in Ethiopia and

Chris sees it as a “strategic outpost of the

Kingdom.”

“Ethiopia has much to teach the West,” Chris

says. “We have blind spots and do not even see

our wounds.” The key to a healthy global church,

he says, is sharing life, culture, and love together

in the fellowship only Christ can provide, sitting

under the Word and listening to it together. This

church, he says, will then shine “the wholesome

light and life and love of the blazing glory of Jesus

Christ to all the rest of the broken world.”

by Jennifer Grant ’89

The first to receive his
doctorate in biblical
theology from Wheaton,
Dr. Christopher Beetham
’99, Ph.D. ’05 now lives
in Ethiopia’s capital,
where he teaches at two
schools of theology.
What has taken him so
far from home?
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Fiscal Year July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009

Endowment History

Since its founding 150 years ago, Wheaton College has been both wise in the manage-

ment of financial gifts as well as forthright in its accountability for those gifts. 

If you would like a copy of our latest financial statement, you may download it from our 

website at www.wheaton.edu/welcome/aboutus_financial.htm. You can also write Patrick

Brooke, Controller, Wheaton College, Wheaton, IL 60187, or call 630.752.5126.

2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 2005-06 

Total Assets $ 584,158,000 $ 659,193,000 $ 695,848,000 $ 622,465,000

Net Assets Unrestricted $ 185,294,000 $ 215,697,000 $ 229,732,000 $ 201,272,000

Temporarily Unrestricted 135,282,000 179,443,000 212,695,000 175,021,000

Permanently Restricted 105,637,000 101,826,000 89,214,000 82,842,000

Total Net Assets 426,213,000 $ 496,966,000 $ 531,641,000 $ 459,135,000

Tuition and Fees 69,180,000 64,314,000 60,931,000 57,704,000

Less Wheaton Funded Scholarships (19,799,000) (16,463,000) (16,179,000) (14,681,000) 

Net Tuition and Fees $ 49,381,000 $ 47,851,000 $ 44,752,000 $ 43,023,000

Sales of Auxiliary Enterprises 20,181,000 19,605,000 $ 19,544,000 $ 18,124,000

Gifts and Grants 20,398,000 33,621,000 36,072,000 31,148,000

Investment Income (Loss) (65,669,000) (36,353,000) 62,702,000 30,043,000

Educational and General Expenses $ 87,475,000 $ 79,807,000 $ 77,457,000 $ 74,133,000

� Current $ (000) � Constant $ (000) adjusted for inflation

FINANCIALhighlights
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Endowment Fund:
$251 million

The endowment fund contains those

assets of the College permanently

invested to support College

programs. The purpose of the

endowment is to generate a

dependable stream of income and

provide a reserve of institutional

resources. The investment objective

is to maximize total return (current

income plus capital appreciation)

over the long term within acceptable

risk parameters. 

As a result of the economic and

financial market turmoil during 

the year, the endowment declined to

$251 mill ion as of June 30, 2009. 

This represents a 22% decline from

the June 2008 value of $322 mill ion.

The decline is attributed to a total

return of -18.8% for the endowment

investment pool combined with

withdrawals of $16.6 mill ion for

budgeted spending. Gifts to the

endowment totaled $4.6 mill ion,

made up of outright gifts and

distributions from annuities, estates,

and matured trusts. Endowment 

per student declined to $93,264

compared to $120,528 as of 

June 30, 2008. 



FACULTYbooks

Clyde S. Kilby HON

Minority of One:  A Biography of Jonathan

Blanchard

(Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1959, 1982)
The story of Wheaton’s first president—
a significant reformer, citizen, and educator.

Harvey ’34 and Dorothy Chrouser ’34

A Place Apart—Honey Rock Camp

(Harvey and Dorothy Chrouser, 1990)
A history of Honey Rock Camp, including
the basic camp philosophy and program 
that continues to change many lives.

Paul Bechtel HON

Wheaton College:  A Heritage Remembered

1860-1984

(Wheaton College, 1984)
A carefully documented and comprehen-
sive volume moving through 125 years of 
the College’s history and heritage.

David M. Howard ’49, M.A. ’52

From Wheaton to the Nations 

(Wheaton College, 2001)
An account of Wheaton’s evangelistic history
including a glimpse of Wheaton’s early
missionaries, the “Golden Age of Missions,”
and missions-oriented groups.

Keith Call

Images of America:  Wheaton

(Arcadia Publishing, 2006)
A collection of archival photographs
depicting the history of the City of Wheaton
intertwined with the story of Wheaton
College.

Edward A. Coray ’23

The Wheaton I Remember

(Wheaton Alumni Association, 1974)
Coach Coray portrays the College through
his personal experiences with 
administrators, faculty, staff, and students.

J. Wesley Ingles ’26

Silver Trumpet

(American Sunday-School Union Press, 1930)
This award-winning book of fiction resulted
in people choosing to attend Wheaton 
in the 1930s.

Earle E. Cairns HON

V. Raymond Edman:  In the Presence of the

King

(Moody Press, 1972)
A biography of Wheaton’s fourth president,
culminating with his sudden death in the
pulpit of Edman Chapel.

Edward A. Coray ’23

Through Clouds and Sunshine

(Wheaton Alumni Association, 1983) 
An anthology of Wheaton’s sports heritage,
enjoyable for anyone wishing to savor
Wheaton’s athletic past.

W. Wyeth Willard

Fire on the Prairie

(Van Kampen Press, 1950)
A historical narrative providing a vivid
picture of life on campus in Wheaton’s early
years.

Read More about Wheaton’s First 150 Years
This page in the magazine is typically reserved to announce current
books by Wheaton’s faculty. Instead, in celebration of the
Sesquicentennial, a few of the books chronicling Wheaton’s history 
are listed. Four of them (Silver Trumpet, A Place Apart—Honey Rock
Camp, From Wheaton to the Nations, and Wheaton:  Images of America)
can be purchased online from the Wheaton College Bookstore at
wheatonbooks.com (type “Wheaton magazine” in the notes field and
receive 20% savings!). Check with your favorite used book dealer to
purchase the others, which are out of print.
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Technology itself may be largely value-
free, but without any larger context it
ignores questions about purpose and
meaning and feeds the positivist schism
between facts and values.As Albert 
Speer, Hitler’s Minister of Munitions,
reportedly observed after 27 years in
prison,“People who ask what ‘practical’
purpose there is for studying subjects 
like history and philosophy need to be
reminded that they are the only subjects
that ask fundamental questions—What 
is the nature of man? What is the good
society? What are the proper ends of
civilization? And so forth.”

One commentator added that the
Germans were the most educated nation
in the world, in the narrow sense of
scholarship and technical skills, but that
this was not translated by their academic
system into ethical terms.

At stake in technological development
is the very meaning of the human
person, and Pope John Paul II therefore
urges universities to stress “the priority of
the ethical over the technical” and “the
primacy of the person over things.”The
claim I heard one famous scientist make,
that technology can solve all of our
problems, is flawed. From a biblical
perspective it is heretical, even idolatrous.
Clearly, a technological society needs
broader understanding and the wisdom
of both liberal learning and the Christian
Scriptures.They are essential for the
thinking a technological society needs,
as well as for giving substance to a
Christian worldview.

Excerpted from Building the Christian
Academy (Eerdmans, 2001), one of many
books authored and edited by Dr. Holmes.

ong before the Enlightenment and
postmodernity, Christian theology taught
that God created in wisdom, with
archetypal ideas in mind, that truth exists
in God’s own knowledge and is revealed
in His creation.This is part of the
metanarrative about Jesus Christ, the
Logos of creation and redemption, and
His kingdom that awaits fulfillment.
It means that truth comes ultimately from
God, no matter by what divinely provided
means it is discovered. It gives epistemic
confidence, confidence in the existence of
truth and confidence in reason as well as
revelation. Epistemic modesty is
important, to be sure, because of finiteness
and sin, but epistemic confidence is
needed in facing postmodernity.

Carl Henry observes that the loss of
God as Logos clouded the bond of
intelligibility between man and nature,
subordinating a supposedly unintelligible
cosmos to man as intellectual voyager. He
quotes fellow-theologian Langdon Gilkey:
“The lack of religious faith in the Logos
made flesh is balanced in our time by the
lack of philosophical faith in the universal
Logos in reality.”

Higher education has also been affected
by the emphasis on specialized research,
for specialization fragments learning,
largely ignoring the unity of truth. Mark
Schwehn complains that research
universities changed the meaning of an
academic vocation and that, by socializing
graduate students into making research
rather than teaching and student
formation primary, they have contributed
to the secularization of higher education.
The technological revolution has 
had a similar effect, and it strengthens the
utilitarian approach to education.

FACULTY

Why does a technological society still need the Christian liberal arts?

by Dr. Arthur F. Holmes, Professor of Philosophy Emeritus

voice

l
What Technology Can’t Solve

Dr. Arthur Holmes served as professor of 
philosophy for more than four decades,
retiring as chair in 1994. His passion for his
discipline inspired generations of majors to
go into the field. The result has been a
strengthened Christian presence in what had
been a highly secularized discipline. He
helped stabilize and deepen the institution’s
identity as a liberal arts college through his
impassioned advocacy for humane learning.
And through it all, he modeled an unwaver-
ing, thoughtful, living, loving faith in Christ
that ministered to all who encountered him.

—Dr. Stanton L. Jones 
Provost and Professor of Psychology
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A poem written in commemoration 

of Wheaton College’s 150th anniversary,

2010

by Luci Shaw ’53

This poem came while I was 

on a writing retreat in New

Mexico, having been asked to

write for Wheaton College’s

Sesquicentennial. I would not

have dreamed that watching the

landscaping of a small park

going on outside my window

would reveal a metaphor for 

the growth of an institution of

higher learning—Wheaton

College, my alma mater. I hope

you will read this with Wheaton’s

founder, Jonathan Blanchard,

in mind.

Landscaping

that morning,early,they were back again,the crew 

with shovels and Bobcat.With plans in hand from 

the landscape architect,the driver started 

to maneuver his bread box of a machine over raw,

red dirt,articulating its turns and lifts and grabs 

in a meticulous dance between junipers and sagebrush.

Finding the best angles of approach,this expert 

re-shaped the earth the way a pioneer foresees 

the realization of a vision,the work’s large contours first,

then the details—all the elements that purpose knows 

it needs.Picking up a clot of wisdom in the big claw,

dropping it where it will fill a fissure in the shape 

of the land.Building a berm to forestall erosion.

Bulldozing a boulder.

With groaning gears he’d spin his machine 

and charge up the incline to make a correction 

from a new angle.Then,with a clang,he’d drop the bucket 

and back down the slope,combing the surface—

rough lines across the script of soil—readying it 

for rakes and trowels and their work of precision.

Moving mud plentiful as dreams,he revved 

his engine for whatever needed to come next.

Then the stone masons showed up,wrestling slabs 

of sandstone cut from the quarry.Chipping away the knobs,

dropping them into proximate rows and curves 

that fulfilled the scheme,stacking them into systems 

that would anchor the dirt,muscling them into 

the close companionship with other stones that forms every 

strong wall.I think of the succulents taking root,planted 

to sustain and beautify this epic of a plan!
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Luci Shaw ’53 was born in London,
England, and has lived in Canada,
Australia, and the United States.
Cofounder and later president of
Harold Shaw Publishers, she has been
a writer in residence at Regent
College, Vancouver, Canada, since
1988. She is the author of ten volumes
of poetry and several nonfiction 
works. Her most recent books are
Accompanied by Angels, The Genesis
of It All, and Breath for the Bones: Art,
Imagination & Spirit. Luci is also poetry
editor and a contributing editor of the
journal Radix, and poetry and 
fiction editor of the academic journal,
Crux. She and her husband John
Hoyte live in Bellingham, Washington.
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A print from an etching preserved

with materials from the Class 

of 1873, titled “Cherry trees on 

the Campus.”
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WHEATONcommends

A Long-Term Asset
After 32 years Wheaton’s chief financial officer retires.

by Jeremy Weber ’05
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Swartz ’52, as his father Douglas ’36 had
before him and as his son, Douglas ’95
did after him. He left Wheaton after his
sophomore year to pursue a newfound
interest in finance and economics—
but not before meeting his future wife
Georgia Rizzotto ’65.

After completing a cooperative
education program at the University of
Cincinnati and marrying Georgia, he
then pursued an M.B.A. at the University
of Miami followed by a business Ph.D. at
Northwestern University. Upon
graduating in 1968, David wanted to
work at a Christian college, but found
few opportunities to teach finance, so he
returned to Miami as a professor in the
business school.

Then one day in 1971 the president of
Trinity International University (IL)
unexpectedly called and asked him to
come help the school weather a financial
crisis.“It was just the sort of thing I
enjoyed,” David says.“A combination of
working in finance, yet also a way to be
involved in the Lord’s work.”

David stayed until 1977 when another
out-of-the-blue phone call came—this
time from Bill Pollard,Wheaton’s 
then-CFO who was searching for a
replacement.

“Having left Wheaton to complete my
education elsewhere, I saw more than a
little irony in the invitation,” says David.
“But by then, my experience at secular
universities had convinced me of the
importance of Christian higher education
and Wheaton’s key role in it.As the
church, we have a responsibility to the

r. David Johnston ’65 still remembers the
lighthearted warning Wheaton President
Dr. Hudson T.Armerding gave him
when he was hired 32 years ago as the
College’s chief financial officer.

“During your tenure as CFO, there
will only be one operating deficit,” said
Dr.Armerding. David took these words
as a humorous reminder that his job 
was in fact contingent on making sure
the College lived within its means.

Over the years, David did far more
than just keep the College in the black.
He retired this past year with some
impressive achievements: an annual
budget that grew from under $10
million to more than $110 million; an
endowment that grew from $24 million
to $250 million; the construction of 
the Billy Graham Center, among other
notable buildings; three decades of
fluctuating economic cycles—and not
one single operating deficit.

As vice president for financial
operations, David oversaw the manage-
ment of Wheaton’s human, financial,
and physical resources and helped the
President and Board make budget
decisions on how best to allocate
available funds among competing uses.
This often required choosing among
very desirable objectives.“His job can
really be equated to the financial
quarterback for Wheaton,” says Dr. Bill
Pollard ’60, retired chairman of
Wheaton’s Board of Trustees.

David first came to Wheaton as a
freshman from Miami in the autumn of
1961. He played football under Jack



his wife live in Williamsburg,Virginia,
where they are enjoying a moderate
climate and pursuing a shared interest in
American history.

The couple has four grown children,
all of whom graduated from Wheaton
and married Wheaton alumni.“Infinitely
more important than their Wheaton
connection is the fact that they are
rearing our 12 grandchildren in homes
where Christ is honored,” said David.

Why did he stay at Wheaton for over
three decades?

“I’ve always had the sense that unless
God calls you somewhere else, you stay,”
says David.“I felt committed to what we
were doing at Wheaton and I enjoyed
the work very much.There was never a
‘decision’ to stay; that’s just how it
worked out.”

“I am grateful for the opportunity 
the Lord gave me to spend most 
of my career engaged in the task of
commending the Lord’s works to 
new generations of students.”

wall:“One generation will commend
your works to another; they will tell of
your mighty acts.They will speak of the
glorious splendor of your majesty, and I
will meditate on your wonderful works.”

“This Psalm refers to the responsibility
we have as Christians to provide future
leaders for the church,” says David.“This
was the area of my faith that caused me
to go into Christian higher education.”

“You begin to understand David’s
heart when you hear him pray,” says
Mark.“You could sense his gratefulness
in being at a place dedicated to
educating young people for Christ and
His kingdom.”

Though he had opportunities to earn
more elsewhere, Bill says,“He never ever
wavered from the path that God had
before him at Wheaton. He felt a real
calling to that position.”

David retired earlier than planned after
being diagnosed with T-cell lymphoma.
He completed chemotherapy last fall and
is currently in remission.Today he and

next generation to educate and develop
students in their faith.”

President Duane Litfin describes his
CFO as instrumental in guiding
Wheaton to become a financially stable
institution with a first-rate reputation
among creditors, auditors, and banks.
“The fact that Wheaton is so squeaky
clean behind the scenes—there is no
gray—is because of David and his steady
day-in and day-out way of operating,”
he says.

Dr. Mark Dillon, vice president for
advancement and alumni relations, says
David brought an “innate sense of
fairness” to weekly cabinet discussions
where each department pushed its
funding agenda.When President Litfin
asked for immediate needs for Wheaton’s
current financial campaign, the initial list
totaled more than $500 million. He
assisted the president and vice presidents
in evaluating those requests and
trimming the campaign goal back by
half.

David once even filled in as interim
provost—a unique assignment because of
the inherent tension between academic
desires vs. funding realities. Over the
years, he also worked for three different
presidents—Armerding, Chase, and
Litfin—enjoying “close and productive”
working relationships with each.
“Naturally, they had different capabilities
and working styles, but apparently they
had in common the ability to tolerate
me,” he says with a laugh.

For decades David hung calligraphy of
two verses from Psalm 145 on his office

P H O T O G R A P H Y :   B E T H A N Y  J O H N S T O N  M C M I L L A N  ’ 8 7

Last year, during the weeks of Dave Johnston’s

chemotherapy treatments, his children and

grandchildren gathered together every Sunday

evening to pray for their “Buppy.”
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filled,if I so wish,with worthy

potentialities.

4. I shall not be fool enough 

to suppose that trouble and pain

are wholly evil parentheses in 

my existence,but just as likely,

ladders to be climbed toward moral

and spiritual manhood.

5. I shall not turn my life into a

thin straight line,which prefers

abstractions to reality.I shall know

what I am doing when I abstract,

which of course I shall often have 

to do.

6. I shall not demean my own

uniqueness by envy of others.

I shall stop boring into myself to

discover what psychological or

social categories I might belong 

to.Mostly I shall simply forget

about myself and do my work.

7. I shall open my eyes and ears.

Once every day I shall simply 

stare at a tree,a flower,a cloud,or 

a person.I shall not then be

concerned at all to ask what they

are but simply be glad that 

they are.I shall joyfully allow them

the mystery of what Lewis calls

1. At least once each day I shall

look steadily up at the sky and

remember that I,a consciousness

with a conscience,am on a planet

traveling in space with everlast-

ingly mysterious things above and

about me.

2. Instead of the accustomed

idea of a mindless and endless

evolutionary movement to which 

I can neither add nor subtract,

I shall suppose the universe guided

by an Intelligence which (as

Aristotle said of Greek drama)

requires a beginning,a middle,and

an end.I think this will save me

from the cynicism expressed by

Bertrand Russell before his death,

when he said: “There is darkness

without,and when I die there will

be darkness within.There is no

splendor,no vastness anywhere,

only triviality for a moment,

and then nothing.”

3. I shall not fall into the false-

hood that this day,or any day,is

merely another ambiguous and

plodding twenty-four hours,

but rather a unique opportunity

WHEATONremembers
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A Means to Mental Health 
Words to live by from the beloved professor who founded the 
Marion E. Wade Center.

by Dr. Clyde S. Kilby, Professor of English from 1935-1981

it is no surprise to those of us who knew him that Dr. Clyde Kilby

would write these twelve suggestions. Few people wished as

sincerely as did he that every human being would grasp the

wonder of our creation and existence. To him, lively minds and

awakened imaginations guarantee richer and more expansive lives.

Dr. Kilby was a multi-faceted, Southern gentleman, and no list 

can accurately show the numerous qualities his life embodied. This

deeply loved professor of English loved words, particularly

metaphors. He loved myth and fantasy, poetry and drama, and

magic and mystery. He seemed to have a special love for the

parable, particularly the parables of Jesus. Perhaps the thoroughly

metaphorical nature of the parable deepened his appreciation 

for it. He liked that “shock to the imagination,” seeing the familiar

in a new way. He knew that when Jesus told a parable, He used

the familiar, even the commonplace word, such as seeds in

different types of soil, lamps under a bushel, salt losing its savor,

or lilies of the field.

Dr. Kilby’s “loves” were almost endless. He loved beauty, whether 

a gorgeous sunset or a lovely iris from his own garden. He loved

the students who crowded his classrooms, the alumni who rushed

to see him when they returned to campus, and his many friends.

He treasured each one. He certainly loved the Creator God, holy

and majestic, and Author of all things true and beautiful.

No wonder Dr. Clyde Kilby left so many wise suggestions for 

living an abundant, joy-filled life.

Dr. E. Beatrice Batson M.A. ’47,

Professor of English Emerita



c Deborah Melvin Beisner   

their “divine,magical,terrifying

and ecstatic”existence.

8. I shall sometimes look back 

at the freshness of vision I had in

childhood and try,at least for 

a little while,to be,in the words of

Lewis Carroll,the “child of 

the pure unclouded brow,and

dreaming eyes of wonder.”

9. I shall follow Darwin’s 

advice and turn frequently to

imaginative things such as 

good literature and good music,

preferably,as Lewis suggests,an

old book and timeless music.

10. I shall not allow the devilish

onrush of this century to usurp all

my energies but will instead,as

Charles Williams suggested,“Fulfill

the moment as the moment.”I

shall try to keep truly alive now

just because the only time that

exists is now.

11. If for nothing more than 

the sake of a change of view,I 

shall assume my ancestry to be

from the heavens rather than 

from the caves.

12. Even if I turn out to be wrong,

I shall bet my life on the

assumption that this world is not

idiotic,neither run by an absentee

landlord,but that today,this very

day,some stroke is being added to

the cosmic canvas that in due

course I shall understand,with joy,

as a stroke made by the architect

who calls Himself Alpha and

Omega.

Dr. Clyde S. Kilby began
Wheaton’s annual Writing
and Literature Conference,
which continues today,
and authored seven books,
including The Christian
World of C. S. Lewis,
widely regarded as one of
the best introductions to
Lewis’s work. Remembered
with great affection by
countless Wheaton students,
Dr. Kilby was instrumental
in founding the Marion E.
Wade Center, where his
visionary legacy is ongoing.
He died in 1986 at the age
of 84.
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with Him. But that must not put us
off.Wheaton’s Sesquicentennial
celebration provides us a splendid
occasion to say again, as winsomely
as we can, that the gospel is the 
best possible good news, news our
generation desperately needs 
to hear from us—and see lived out
among us.

And then there is the duty of
Examination.

Just as the Lord’s Table is a time
for self-scrutiny, so also is an
occasion such as this 150th birthday.
If it is possible to hold the elements
at the Table unworthily, it is 
also possible to hold the baton for
this leg of Wheaton’s race unworthi-
ly. How do we, this generation of
Wheaton’s leaders, students, and
constituency, measure up? As we
look toward Wheaton’s future,
are we worthy of its past? Will we 
be faithful to the stewardship
the Lord has placed in our hands?
Those who have gone before 
us at Wheaton have set a high
standard. Are we worthy not only 
of our Lord’s confidence but of 
their sacrifice?  

Commemoration, proclamation,
and examination, all centered on
the Person of Christ.Whatever else
Wheaton’s Sesquicentennial turns
out to be, let it be about this.That
way, while many of us will never 
see the next such milestone in
Wheaton’s history, we will at least
have celebrated this one well.

milestone anniversary of an institution
dedicated so explicitly to Him would
do well to follow suit. Like the people
of Israel (think Passover and the 
other official feasts), Christians are to
be good rememberers.

Helping us recall what God has
done in and through Wheaton
College over the past 150 years is
surely an important part of what 
a Sesquicentennial celebration should
do. Ours is the astonishing story 
of how the Lord raised up a tiny,
insignificant little seedling of an
institution—struggling for its very life
out on what was then the American
prairie, during a time of our nation’s
greatest crisis—and built it into a
sturdy oak that has stood strong
through the generations “For Christ
and His Kingdom.”The events of that
story cry out to be remembered and
celebrated.This should rightly be a
high priority for our Sesquicentennial.

Then there is the matter of
Proclamation: “As often as you do
this, you proclaim the Lord’s death
until he comes.”

Wheaton’s Sesquicentennial
provides a wonderful opportunity to
proclaim anew the Cross of Christ to
a watching world. It’s tempting in
these post-modern times to play this
down.The cross is, after all, scan-
dalous. Jesus remains the Stone of
Stumbling over which many continue
to trip, and as He warned His
followers, there will be a price paid
for identifying ourselves too closely
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PRESIDENT’Scommentary

Duane Litfin President

how do we celebrate the 150th birthday
of a Christian college? It’s not the 
sort of thing for which one gets much
practice.What does such an occasion
require?  

Wheaton’s students began this school
year as they always do.The night before
classes began, Edman Chapel was
packed for an all-school communion.
As always, it was a wonderful service,
designed around the Lord’s Table,
during which it occurred to me that
the Apostle’s instructions (1 Cor. 11) 

for celebrating this Table might form 
a pretty good template for our thinking
about Wheaton’s Sesquicentennial.

First, there is the business of
Commemoration. Jesus said,“This do
in remembrance of me.”

If Christ’s Table was designed to
prompt such remembering, perhaps a

“Commemoration,
proclamation,and
examination, all centered 

on the Person of Christ.

Whatever else Wheaton’s

Sesquicentennial 

turns out to be,let it be 

about this.”



Students. Having the time of their lives.

Time after time, generation upon generation,Wheaton has proven faithful to its founding purposes—providing 
educational experiences that develop students into whole and effective Christians. As the College celebrates 150 years,
you can ensure that the life-shaping experiences of a Wheaton education don’t merely become pieces of the past.

Created to provide financial aid, and to enhance every student’s educational, ministry, and athletic opportunities, the 
Wheaton Fund has perhaps never been so vital to students and their families.The economic struggles of the nation have 
brought financial hardship home for many.

Your gift to the Wheaton Fund not only will help supply the pressing financial needs of today’s promising students, but 
also will help raise up the Christ-centered leaders of tomorrow.

The Wheaton Fund
A tradition of giving. Inspiring generations.
To learn more, contact: 800.525.9906, or give online at: www.wheaton.edu/giving

Hurriedly wending their way to class through Blanchard’s halls. Settling slowly into a library study carrel. Relishing moments with a 

learned, godly professor. Fast discovering answers in a late-night cram session. Counting the tie-breaking 

seconds disappearing on the gym’s clock. Quieting briefly for Chapel. Finding friends for whom there is always time.



Standing under steepled skies and

towering trees, stretched out 

across generous lawns, the Wheaton

College campus of today bears little

resemblance to that of its beginnings 

in 1860, when its single limestone

structure stood atop a small hill on the

outskirts of a new prairie town called

Wheaton.

It was a time of change, challenge, and

growth. Pioneers pressed westward,

with some settling in the land of the

Prairie Potawatomi, just west of the

great Lake Michigan. They built houses

and churches, roads and railroads,

farms and towns. And along the way,

they built a college.

The walls and foundations of that

limestone structure remain a century

and a half later, forming the core of 

our beloved Blanchard Hall.  

But far more significant than brick 

and mortar is what remains central to

this institution’s very existence—the

founding purposes and principles of

Wheaton College continue to stand.

Our mission For Christ and His

Kingdom endures.

(Painting courtesy of Wheaton College

Archives and Special Collections)




